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It seems somewhat ironic that these acKnoulegments should
appear at the front of the thesis, uhen in fact, they were the
last item to be written. Nonetheless, it is very important to
recognize those uho had either direct or indirect influence on
this project.
To begin uith, I would 1 iKe to thanK Merion Music,
Incorporated for granting me permission to include over 70
musical examples in my thesis. Needles to say, my project
uould not be as useful if these examples were absent.
The present uorK concludes two years of research, writing,
and numerous revisions. At times the project was approached
uith enjoyment, at other times, uith pure frustration. In the
end, however, my efforts have not only shown me the value of
William Schuman's symphonies, but have opened new directions
for my own analytical th inK ing and writing. For this I thanK
the composer himself. It is my hope that we continue to per-
form and analyze William Schuman's music many times in the
coming generat ions .
I uould also 1 iKe to thanK the professors on my advisory
committee at Kansas State University. Without the Knowledge
and vast proofreading sKills of Drs . Chappell White, Craig B.
ParKer , and Mary Ellen Sutton, this uorK would not have taKen
its present form. In particular, I uould 1 iKe to single out
Dr. White. Over the last three years I have come to respect
this man as a teacher, musicologist, and confidant. His in-
valuable Knowledge in all aspects of music has not only been a
great source of new ideas, but has often times prompted me to
re-evaluate and expand other concepts. My thanKs to Dr. White
for providing me the opportunity to study with him.
I always thought that given the first chance I had, I
uould thanK the man uho is primarily responsible for my being a
musician and a teacher. Well, the time has come, and that
man's name is William E. French. For nearly 20 years. Bill's
advice on how to survive in this business has been resolute and
beneficial. I wish him continued success at NebrasKa Western
Junior College, and as always, a superb round of golf.
Finally, I would 1 iKe to thanK my family for their unend-
ing support and encouragement. Without them by my side a pro-
ject such as this uould have little meaning. I feel I should
specifically mention my mother for her love and concerns uh ich
have, in the end, given me the desire to become a musician, and
the encouragement to continue my education. Last, and cer-
< i)
tainly -far -from least, I wish "to thanK my wife. Deb, -for her
love, and for her support < both emotionally and financially).
As with most spouses who must endure a project such as this,
she has spent countless hours by herself. Hopefully, they uere
not in vain. Through these last three years, our lives to-
gether have been filled with hopes and dreams, gains and
losses, laughs and tears. But more importantly, ue have





The musical life o-f William Howard Schuman could read as
a nineteenth-century Horatio Alger success story. Schuman 's
story, however, taxes place in this century and does not
concern itself uith the ''rags-to riches'' achievements in
uealth and spirituality. Instead, it illustrates the crowning
accomplishments o-f an Important American composer after his
relatively late start in ''serious'' musical study.
Born in New YorK City on 4 August 1910 (and named after
our twenty-seventh President William Howard Taf t > , Schuman was
raised in middle-class comfort uith strong American values. He
was considered bright and possessed an aspiring agility in
sports
.
Even though music in the Schuman household was not a
practiced neccesity, the commodity itself uas not ignored.
Sunday evening usually witnessed the singing of Victor Herbert
songs, as well as other light operatic pieces. Other primary
musical influences consisted of phonograph recordings of Enrico
Caruso and Efrem Zimbalist. Despite these ''legitimate'' music
experiences, Schuman 's first compositions were in the style of
popular songs. These songs, totaling upuards of 150, were
mostly written in collaboration with Edward B. MarKs, Jr., and
FranK Loesser.Cl]
Another important adolescent enterprise uas the creation
< 1)
and direction of The Alamo Society Orchestra. The jazz band,
formed by Sc human after his return from a summer trip to France
in 1923, proved very beneficial in the acquisition of
instrumental Knowledge. In the ill-received 1934 Schuman
biography, Schreiber urote :
Bill performed several functions: not only uas he
founder and business manager but he also played the
fiddle and the banjo, besides appearing as vocal
soloist. After a fashion, quite sKetchy and quite
his own, he could ''play'' every instrument in the
band, conduct and do some arranging, a uholly unor-
thodox Kind of arranging. He would teach the
instrumental ists by rote. There uas no other way,
since he was unschooled in the writing of a score. C23
The above summary reveals some important traits that have
followed Schuman throughout his life. The discipline and
tenacity needed for strong organ iz at ional prouess uould be at
the forefront of these traits. Also notable uould be Schuman 's
good verbal and musical communication sKills plus the desire to
investigate neu ideas. As significant as organization and
communication may be, it uas originality that eventually
manifested itself in the serious compositions of Schuman.
Though some uould v ieu his popular songs and jazz band as a
crude beginning, the basic elements of this music deeply rooted
themselves in Schuman 's personality. Consequently, many of
these impressions have been transformed into technically
demanding adventures for audiences and performers alike.
After graduating from high school in 1928, Schuman
enrolled in the Neu YorK University's School of Commerce . He
<2>
remained in the University -for about two years. During this
time, he continued to compose popular music, and had a strong
yearning for success on Tin Pan Alley.
On 4 April 1930, William Schuman 's life made a dramatic
change. On that date Schuman accompanied his sister Audrey to
hear Arturo Toscanini conduct the Neu YorK Philharmonic. Al-
though someuhat reluctant to go < he had never been to an
orchestra concert before) Schuman came auay impressed and
excited by the overwhelming affect the music had on him. The
concert program consisted of ''Siegfried's Funeral March 1 ' from
ie Gb'tterd'ammerung by Wagner, Summer Even ing by Kodaly, and
Robert Schumann 's Th ird (. ' 'Rhen ish ' ' ) Symphony in E*-Major .
Especially memorable, as Schuman recalled in typical humorous
fashion, ' 'uere the uniform bowings of the strings and the
countless measures in which the timpanist did not play. ''[3]
The following morning Schuman withdrew from the University
and enrolled at the MalKin Conservatory of Music as a composer.
His first lessons in harmony were taught by Max Persin. [4]
Persin was an open-minded teacher who encouraged Schuman to
continue his work with Loesser
.
After his studies with Persin, Schuman studied counter-
point and composition with Charles Haub iel . C 5 3 Further stud ies
during the summers of 1932 and 1933 were taken at the institu-
t ion Schuman would one day govern: The Juilliard School of
Mu s i c .
<3>
Eventually Sc human 's ties to popular music had to be
severed. The summer of 1934 conveniently marKs the last time
he composed music in a popular vein. The end result, a musical
comedy entitled Fair Enough , should not be considered the
superficial cutting of the umbilical cord. [6] It simply serves
as the crossroads at uhich point pure popular mus ic uas
stripped to its intrinsic components . These components were
then routed through a more intellectually conceived process.
UnliKe Schreiber's poetic injustice < and as mentioned above),
Sc human did not ignore his early influences in popular and jazz
music. His environment became his music.
3c human received his Bachelor of Science and Master of
Arts degrees from the Teacher's College at Columbia University
in 1933 and 1937. Also in the Summer of 1935, he earned a
conduct in g certificate uhich allowed him to attend the
Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria. During his stay in Austria
Schuman began composing his first symphony—a scant five years
after his initial studies uith Persin. Even though it uas
written for only 18 instruments, the First Symphony clearly
illustrated Schuman's desire to undertake larger projects.
Perhaps the most important and influential musical contact
Schuman uas to maKe in his rise as a contemporary composer
occurred in 1936. Roy Harris, the demanding , egocentr ic
composer uho uas in his fourth year of teaching at Juilliard,
''proved to be a dominant and enduring influence on Schuman's
<4>
music. ''171 Both men developed an admiration for each other's
uorK, but
Harris, -for his part, . .appreciated some of
C 3c human 's3 earlier efforts, in uhich the older
man's influence uas still evident. However, he
seems not to have folloued his former student's
later music and had little to say about i+.CS'J
As a composition teacher, Harris insisted that his students do
things his uay. This produced, in a sense, a changing-of-
the-gaurd syndrome in uhich the older man uas assured his style
and technique uould endure. Perhaps Schuman's need to expand
his compositional imagination is the main reason that Schuman's
later music uas not folloued by Harr is. After Serge
KoussevitzKy premiered Schuman's Amer ican Fest ival Overture in
1939, the conductor said, ' 'Nou you must learn to hate Roy
Harris! ''C93 As harsh as these uords may seem, they uere not
taKen literally. Much of Schuman's uorK embraces many of his
former teacher's ideas and concepts. As he matured as a com-
poser, Schuman added his oun identity and voice to them. In
retrospect, Amer ican Fest ival Overture is significant in that
it divides Schuman's early uorKs from his mature compositions.
In all, Schuman's rise from possible Tin Pan Alley success
to attaining public acclaim as a prominent American composer
of orchestral works, took a 1 ittle over nine years—a feat that




The indention of "this paper is not to outline every detail
in Will iam Schuman's life. Some events, houeuer, should be
acknowledged. Perhaps the most notable of these would be the
presidencies of both the Juilliard School of Music < 1345-1962)
and the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts C 1962-1369)
.
Before those tuo appointments Schuman served as the Director of
Publications and Publications Consultant at G. Schirmer Inc.,
< 1944- 1932) . Each appointment had far-reaching impl ications in
the field of music education, and the expansion of music in
America. Education in Schuman's mind uas not confined to the
university music student. He believed that an informed public
uas the most important thing needed for the advancement of
contemporary mus ic. ''In the final anal ys is, the quality of
the listener has a definite bearing on the basic quality of the
musical culture of his time. ''II] This ideal uas impressed
upon the performer as well. Through the implementation of
Schuman's Literature and Material programs at Juilliard, the
student became not an automated performer , but someone uho had
an understanding of the music through its history and theory.
Schuman 's concept for the Lincoln Center uas to consol i-
date the separate performing families < Neu YorK Philharmonic,
Metropolitan Opera, Juilliard School of Music, New YorK City
Ballet, Library and Museum of the Performing Arts, Neu YorK
< 6)
City Opera, Repertory Theater , and the Mus ic Theater > in hopes
that collectively, they could uorK as one institution, and
there-fore better serve the Amer ican pub lie. Unfortunately,
the ideals initiated at Juilliard and the Lincoln Center have
not had the enduring values for posterity which Sc human
probably desired.
In v ieu of these tremendous administrative assignments, it
is admirable that Schuman even had time to compose. In a com-
ment about this allotment of time for composition, Schuman
said, ''I made the time because I have one fortunate gift—that
is, I don't mind being interrupted. ' 't 2 3 He also admitted that
his two responsibilities (composing and administration) were
rx&ver separated.
My life is not a dual one. I am not two-headed nor
do I have tuo hats. I live a single existence which
is expressed through activities as a composer and an
administrator.! 33
During his presidency at Juilliard, Schuman supposedly set
a goal of up to 630 hours Cor S3 complete days!) a year for
compos it ion .C
4
1 This amount of time obviously designates
Schuman as a facile composer, and lends credible impress iveness
to the amount of music composed by him. A list of Schuman 's
compositions includes choral music, music for various chamber
groups, ballets, operas and cantatas, concertos, worKs for
concert band, a handful of solo pieces, and a large amount of
mater ial for the orchestra. Many compos it ions have been
commissioned, and a feu worKs have received awards. The most
<7>
prestigious award uas the 1943 Pulitzer Prize -for his secular
cantata £ Free Song . This cantata, based on a text by Walt
Wh itman , uas the first musical composition to be awarded the
Pu 1 itzer Pr ize
.
Any study that is devoted to a composer's method of compo-
sition would be a valued one. These methods of composition are
a mystery when it comes to conscious and subconscious ap plica-
tions. Hou much the composer realizes he is doing, is often
times related to hou much he is willing to admit he is doing.
His secrets are stored auay in his music, and in the far
reaches of his mind, away from those who wish to seeK the
unKnoun. Usually, as is the case with Schuman , we Know a few
facts about the composer's process of compos ition, but very
little as to hou his compositional methods evolve
intel lectual ly
Ule Know Sc human 1 iKes to compose at a desK. He vocalizes
the parts even as they ascend or descend out of range --w ithout
the aid of a piano. < Are there shades of Schindler's visit to
Beethoven in this process?) Schuman admits he neither sings
nor plays the piano very well. As far as his methods are con-
cerned, there is a certain amount of Schuman aloofness
suggested in Lily McKinley's observation:
What came as a surprise to this researcher was his
relative unauareness of the compos it it nal techniques
he employs in the creation and organization of his
mus ic .[ 5 1
Schuman 's music, especially his orchestral music, has a
< 8>
sound (or a voice) o-f its oun. It is a voice that is pri-
marily melodic in nature, very chromatic, and usually void of
any histrionics. ft collection o-f criticisms concerning this
music, whether positive or negative, uould re-flect not only the
music, but the inner personality and compositional style o-f
William Schuman. * ' 'Enthusiasm' is the uord -for Schuman ' '
urote Alfred FranKenste in , ''and his faults are the faults of
enthusiasm. ' '[S] Pers ichett i urote that ''long slow pages seem
held in a firm masculine hand, yet sometimes bear the touch of
gentleness...
.
' '173 Nathan Broder neatly summed up Schumann's
mus ic by ur it ing
:
What striKes the unbiased listener most of all in
this music is its complete honesty and integrity,
its deep ser iousness --even at its gayest--its un-
swerving fidelity to the highest aims.C8]
Subjective as they may be, these accolades barely touch the
surface of Schuman 's music. Theoretical analysis cannot
validate these adjectives, just as adjectives alone cannot
describe why a composition elicits specific emotions.
There is no doubt that the symphony genre < and the
orchestra in general) has been a focal point in Schuman 's
compositional life since 1338. Each opportunity has created
deeply serious and moving statements. There are no inferences
of pictorial essays. [31 The stability of Schuman's symphonies
is closely regulated by perceptive emotional and philosophical
attributes. The justification for such an assertion is simple:
Schuman's formidable ideas cannot produce trivial musical
<3>
statements. This is sub st ant iated by Sc human 's comment that
''if his music uas going to be a -failure, he wanted it to be a
great big failure, not a little, piddling failure. ' 't 101 To
this cause, it uill be found that the Sc human symphonies are
affluent in both theoret ical and emotional content. Uhile
Sc human *s symphonies are at times very overwhelming (especially
from an analytical perspective), there is never any lack of
imag inat ion
.
Thus far Schuman has composed ten symphonies. He appears
to be satisfied uith this output and is concentrating on
compositions either for smaller ensembles or uorKs uith
pedagogical applications. It is interesting to note that
Schuman does not compromise his musical intellect for pedago-
gical uorKs
If I urite something for the high school band and
maKe whatever compromises are needed, the compro-
mises are in the techniques of uriting but not in
the mater ial I'm writing. til]
Schuman's first attempt at the symphony, as mentioned
earl ier , came five years after his initial studies uith Max
Persin. Both the First and Second Symphonies have been uith-
draun from circulation by the composer as uorKs of juvenilia.
The Second Symphony , composed in 1937, uas the uorK that
really launched Schuman's career. The symphony uas entered in
a contest spot sored by the Musicians Committee to Aid Spanish
Democracy. The promised prize, uh ich uas never completely
fulfilled, uas to include the performance , publication, and
< 10>
recording of the composition. Schuman's symphony uas selected
as the overall winner and subsequently performed on 23 May 1938
by the Greenu ich Orchestra conducted by Edgar SchenKman . A
very significant performance came in September of that same
year as the symphony uas performed over the Columbia NetuorK
uith Houard Barlow conducting.
Aaron Copland, one of the judges on that committee, uas
strongly impressed uith Schuman's originality. In a review of
the eight-part chorus Pioneers ! (also composed in 1937),
Copland urote:
Schuman is, so far as I am concerned, the musical
find of the year. There is nothing puny or mini-
ature about this young man's talent. If he fails
he uill fail on a grand scale. ..From the testimony
of this piece alone, it seems to me that Schuman is
a composer uho is going places. [183
Copland encouraged Serge KoussevitzKy to perform Schuman's
Second Symphony uith the Boston Orchestra--* request that uas
granted in February 1939. Even though the Boston premiere uas
met uith mixed criticism, the interest of both Copland and
KoussevitzKy uas nonetheless encouraging. Schuman's next
orchestral composition, ftmer ican Fest ival Overture - elicited
Koussev itzKy 's satirical remark (see p. 3).
Program notes for the Second Symphony uere ur itten by the
composer for the February 1939 concert. A summary of these
notes reveals a feu details that have remained durable through-
out Schuman 's later symphonies.
< 11)
1. The Second Symphony is a one -movement worK that
is integrated by a single theme. This one move-
ment plan has also been used by Sc human in his
Sixth and Ninth Symphonies, and to some extent
the Seventh Symphony which is -four movements
performed u ithout pause.
2. The theme and several ost inato figures are
alluded to in Sc human 's synopsis. References
are then made to the development of the theme,
one or more of the ostinatos, and combinations
of both ideas. Characteristically, Schuman's
music is severely bent on continuous melodic
development and the exploitation of rhythmic
d ivers ity .
3. Although not of major importance, the Second
Symphony requires a fairly large orchestra. The
wind section itself is larger than the entire
instrumentation used for his previous symphony.
Except for the Fifth Symphony which is for
strings only, the Schuman symphonies require
large forces for performance.
Three more symphonies uere composed between 184 1-1943:
the Third and Fourth Symphonies in 1941 and the Fifth Symphony
in 1943. The Third Symphony, with its neoclassical style and
complex structures, established Schuman as an important
American composer. This symphony is cast in four movements,
each movement consisting of genres that find their roots in the
Baroque period: Passacaglia, Fugue, Chorale, and Toccata.
Overall, the Third Symphony is substantially contrapuntal and
asserts Schuman's predilection towards polychordal and
bitonality writing. The world-wide success of the Third
Symphony led S. Sch irmer Inc., to write a first -option contract
w ith Schuman
.
The Fifth Symphony is significant in that it is written
< 12)
for siring orchestra only. It was the first of tuo symphonies
<the other being the Seventh Symphony) commissioned by the
KoussevitzKy Music Found at ion. By now < 1943) , Sc human had
control of his mature technique. Even though the Fifth Sym-
phony is brief in comparison to the other symphon ies , lasting
about 17 minutes , it is rich in both melodic interest and
Sc human rhetoric. It incorporates, especially in the last
movement, the Jazz -like elements that Sc human encountered in
his earlier years. C The Fourth Symphony also uses some jazz
elements.) The ' 'Symphony for Str ings ' ' < as Schuman called his
Fifth Symphony) is highly contrapuntal < especial ly in the first
tuo movements), and uses modified common forms in its three
movements (sonata, canon, and rondo). There also seem to be
references to some basic melodic cells throughout the uorK
.
As ue uill see, these are ideas that become important traits in
Schuman "s later symphonies.
The premiere of the Sixth Symphony tooK place after a
lapse of five years. Persichetti suggests that this uorK
(along with the Martha Graham ballet Jud ith and the Fourth
String Quartet) represents a culmination of Schuman 's artistic
sKills. In his chapter * 'New Directions, 1 ' Persichetti wrote:
The control of emotional drive and the clarity of
formal thinking bring the music directly uithin
the reach of the listener. Logic is at no point
outrun by iivent ion and the arch itectual pattern
is devoid of any feeling of exper imentat ion .[ 13 1
The Sixth Symphony, Schuman 's second one-movement symphony, is
held "together by three themes: a passacaglia theme uhich is
stated four times, and themes ''Pi'' and ''B'' uhich enter
be-fore the passacaglia is concluded. Schuman does auay uith
some of his standard conventions such as parallelism < i .e. ,
three- and four-note chords moving the same direction), and
jazz-related rhythms or ideas. Replacing these conventions uas
another important development: the simultaneous usage of
maj or- and minor -thirds over the same root. This combination,
Knoun by some as the ' 'mi jor/manor ' chordC14], is clearly
articulated throughout the Sixth Symphony. < For instance the
opening measures.) The intrigue created by this combination
''has since become a hallmark of Schuman '5 harmony .''[ 15 ]
Many believe that the Sixth Symphony is perhaps Schuman 's
finest symphony. Peter DicKinson wrote ' ' it is not surprising
that this symphony is regarded as a peaK in Schuman 's output,
or that he now waited until 1960 before returning to the
form. ' ' t 163 However, this statement is somewhat deceiving. In
real ity , Schuman had very little time to compose another
symphony. The period between 1948 and 1968 was very productive
in terms of compos ition. Works added to Schuman ' s list of
compositions during this time included an opera, a ballet,
several choral worKs , a string quartet, three wind ensemble
pieces, two piano worKs, and one film score. This uas all
accomplished while Schuman uas heading the Juilliard School of
Music. Program notes from the premiere of the Seventh Symphony
C 14?
also reveal that Schurnan had a commission as early as 1954 to
urite a piece for the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Thus, it is
very doubtful that a 13 year hi at us (as Dickinson suggests)
really existed between the end of the Sixth Symphony and the
beginning of the Seventh Symphony .C 17 1
The completion of the Seventh Symphony in May of 1960
ushered in another productive period for Schurnan. Nearly half
of the orchestral works < as listed in Christopher Rouse's
pamphlet) were composed between the years 1960-1975. This 16-
year span brought forth the last four symphonies. The first
three symphonies of this group (Nos. 7 , 8, and 9) uere either
completed or written within a nine year period < 1960-1968).
The Tenth Symphony was completed by 1975, in time for the
American Bicentennial celebration.
In retrospect, the hiatus that does exist between the
Sixth and Seventh Symphonies could indicate Schurnan 's awareness
of the technical problems he created for himself in the former
symphony. Perhaps some justification for this may be found in
the man himself. Knowing the value Schurnan must put on non-
commerc ial ized composition^ 18] one understands why Schurnan did
not immediately follow on the heels of the Sixth Symphony's
success. The haitus served not only as an exploratory period
for other genres, it also served as an incubation period for
other ideas and concepts— ideas and concepts that were realized





Any composer who maKes a significant contribution to his
art will be remembered for his stylistic qualities and
compositional mannerisms. This may be an overstatement if
applied to the countless individuals Mho coexisted in the sha-
dows of a master composer. In spite of this general ization, a
composer's ideas and traits --even if they are not good imita-
t ions—are developed pr imar ily in three ways or conditions:
1. Through the study and Knowledge of music written
before the composer's own era. A composer must
have an historical perspective if he is to see
how his music should progress.
2. Through the familiarization of current trends
and techniques. Whether or not a composer
chooses to use any or all of these current
methods is a moot point. It is important, how-
ever, for the composer to distinguish the passing
vogues from the viable techniques.
3. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the devel-
opment of the composer 's own imagination. This
is the only element which results in a logical
progression of the other two conditions.
Simply speaK ing , the composer is accountable for his past, his
present, and his future.
An acceptance of all three conditions is exemplified by
the nineteenth-century composers. For the most part, the com-
posers of the Roman t ic period believed in greater flexibility
and personal expression. These were their current ideas, the
ideas that expanded the repertoire of useful techniques and
( 16>
genres. An equally important aspect of this period uas its
contrad ictor iness . Composers such as Brahms, Liszt, and
Mendelssohn recognized that music, liKe strata beneath the
topsoil, existed in progressively complex layers. They sought
Just if icat ion of this past through the advancement of their oun
compositions. In Liszt ' s view , this uas the ' ' mus ic of the
future.' 1 Supposedly, it uas the music to change the uorld and
all Its political structures.
In his introspective booK entitled Greatness in Mu s i c ,
Alfred Einstein urote
:
Whether a great man is carried by his time, or
whether he drags his time after him, his uorKs are
aluays an impulse, a push forward, uith which that
curious thing Known as the uorld of art < in our case
the ''musical uorld 1 '? must come to grips. CI]
In the uorld of music this progression has, and aluays
uill be, greatly influenced by the principal composers. These
composers are the ones uho combined great facility and
imagination uith strong personalities. Whether consciously,
unconsciously, or a balance of both, these composers are the
ones uho developed the aethetics and theories which adequately
descibe a given period of music history.
Perhaps more so than any other period, the composer of the
twentieth century has been profoundly influenced by what has
come before him. Some uill say this is only natural --today '
s
composer has more h istor ical bacKground to uorK u ith than a
composer of the Baroque period. Other factors need to be men-
C 17)
t ioned . These include advanced mus icolog ical research (by both
the historian and composer?,, the advancement of the composer's
oun sociological intuitiveness (brought about mostly through
the proliferation of rapid commu icat ion > , and the immediate
availability of records and tapes which have preserved much of
our past musical heritage.
The tuent ieth -century American composer has been able to
choose from (or combine) a vast array of styles and tech-
niques—often times to the point that labels fail to describe
the music precisely. Within these national boundaries a
composer must seeK a personal identity or identities. Each
label accorded to a composer ( uhether accurate or not > can set
up specific biases. Serial ism, expressionism, modernism, and
other yet -to-be-found ''-isms'* all have their musical needs,
values, and recognitions. To label a composer as such is liKe
calling someone a. ''radical'' or a ''conservative.'' Too
many emotional and philosophical judgements inhibit a clear
objective account of the music. In an insightful essay written
for a selective bibl iography, SlonimsKy concluded that ' 'the
teleological essence of American music is perceived intuitively
as well as through esthetic analysis, ' '[2] It is with these
thoughts in mind that William Schuman should be approached.
What is most important is to properly place Schuman in the
ranKs of American symphonists and composers.
This idea may have been on Schuman 's mind uhen he uas
( 18)
interviewed by Lily McKinley. When asKed if he considered
himself a Classicist or a Romant ic is* , he replied both. He
cont inued
:
I am influenced by everything--every piece of music
I "ye heard or studied, and everything I've done or
eaten—everything in 1 if e . t 3 ]
Within these words lies the quintessential relationship of
composer and man, i.e., the absorption of past and present into
music for the future. From his comment above, it is apparent
that Schuman is unwilling to tie himself to one mast. His real
designation must be seen as a twentieth -century flmer ican
composer specifically, that of a fourth generation American
symphonic composer.
Designating Schuman as a fourth generation American
symphonic composer is not an arbitrary decision. A short
historical synopsis will attest to this fact. flmer ica 's
ascension as a significant musical force in serious art music
began in the late nineteenth century. This fact politely
omits, for very practical reasons, the eighteenth century
composers and the early nineteenth century composers of
flmer ica. Colon ial composers such as Wil 1 iam Billings
(1746-1800) and Francis HopK inson (1737-1791) are important as
a starting point of composition in ftmer ica. Their uorKs, how-
ever , were not written for any of the small theater or opera
orchestras in existence during this period. Orchestral compo-
sition was usually done by immigrants who were members of the
< 13)
orchestras. The Immigrants were also pr imar ily responsible
for organizing these small orchestras .C 4 ]
America's first generation of symphonic composers appear
during the early years of the nineteenth century. The works of
George FredricK Bristou < 1823-1388), William Henry Fry
< 1813-1864), Louis Moreau GottschalK < 1829-1363), and Anthony
Philip Heinrich < 1781-1861 ) are very programatt ic , and rely
heavily on European models. Heinrich was considered ''the
Beethoven of America'' by his con t emporar les . C 5 3 His perform-
mances of Beethoven's symphonies occurred 10 years before the
latter's death, and as such, are considered to be the first
performances in Amer ica.E 6 ] In 1845 Bristou <uho was a
violinist in the New YorK Philharmonic Society), was the first
native-born composer to have a uorK performed by an American
orchestra. Other works by Bristou, including his Second and
Third Symphonies, also received performances. GottschalK,
considered by Louens as America's first ''Matinee Idol,' 1 was
very successful as a pianist in Europe--winning the admiration
of Berlioz and Chopin. [7] As a whole, this group of composers
was somewhat successful in initiating a neul y -composed
orchestral repertoire, but for the most part, their music and
contributions have been largely forgotten or ignored.
The symphonic composers of the second generation uere all
native-born Americans. Their initial studies were with local
amateurs , but they realized that Europe was the best place to
( 28)
adequately -fulfill one's destination as a musician and
composer. For the most part, they went to Germany where
teacher/musicians such as Re inecKe , Raff, and Uieprecht made an
enormous impression on the Americans. Added to this Germanic
teaching uas the profound Romantic spirit that touched nearly
every aspect of artistic life during the nineteenth century.
This second generation of American symphonic composers con-
sisted of George Uliitefield ChaduicK (1354-1331), Arthur Foote
(1853-1337), Eduard MacDouell (1860-1308), John Knoules Paine
(1833-1306), and Horatio ParKer (1863-1313). Another composer
uho should be mentioned in this group is Amy Cheney-Beach
(1867-1344). Beach is the exception in this group, being the
only one uho did not study in Europe. Upon returning home, the
European-trained musicians uere appointed to music professor-
ships in the universities and conservatories of America. £81
The fact that these institutions now offered music uas not
enough to establish and maintain a nationalistic school of
thought. The Romant ic -per iod music these composers urote uas
strongly tied to their European examples. Even DvoraK's con-
troversial suggestion in 1835 to utilize American folK and
Indian tunes practically fell on deaf ears. £3] Composers
readily divided themselves between groups uho uelcomed the
suggestion, and those uho believed in the development of music
through its oun saKe. As it is, MacDouell 's Second Orchestral
Suite (''Indian'', 1886) and the symphonic uorKs of Arthur
( 21)
Faruell <1872-1852> represent only a handful of compositions
from this period that incorporated native American themes. Of
the two men, it may be safe to assume that Faruell uas directly
influenced by Dvorak's suggestion, especially since Mac Dowel 1 's
Suite pre-dates the suggestion by at least nine years. It
should also be noted that Farwell composed the majority of his
music in the first tuo decades of the twentieth century, and as
such, should be looked upon as a transitional composer betueen
tuo generat ions
.
An indefinite nationalistic verve uas not the only short-
coming encountered by Amer ican composers. Another uas the lacK
of performance opportun it ies--espec ial 1 y for their symphonic
uorKs
. Concurrent with the development of these composers uas
the birth of the professional orchestra in America. Four major
orchestras which had their inceptions in the nineteenth century
uere the New YorK Philharmonic C 1842) , the Boston Symphony
Orchestra <1881>, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra <188I), and
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra < 1895). It is quite possi-
ble, as Stedman proposes, that these orchestras uere partially
influenced by Amer ican composers. C 103 For the most part, mem-
bers of the orchestra uere European --pr imar ily German. Almost
immediately, the orchestras established firm musical barriers
that uere quite biased touard music written by American compo-
sers. Much of this exclusion may be attributed to the rich
resource of music already available in the European count ires.
(22)
A looK through -the Boston Symphony Orchestra Program reveals
that American composers were not represented very yell. In
the first season alone, the only American composition per-formed
was Paine's Pre lude to ''Edipus Tyrannus ' ' . Three more
American compositions uere performed the following season, but
Gilbert Chase uas definitely courteous when he wrote :
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, founded in 1881,
proved hospitable to local composers; but again
this uas more a gesture of recognition than an
admission to the repertory... .C 11]
At this point it seems appropriate to mention the sympho-
nic uorKs of Charles Ives < 1874-1934) . Ives existed on the
outside of the current mainstream. Por him, artistic music
composition uas v ieued as a hobby. Because of his isolation,
Ives's symphonic uorKs uere virtually unknown until World War
II. As such, they did not present any immediate influence on
Amer ican composers of the second or third gen er at ion . However,
due to their use of American thematic material, the symphonies
of Charles Ives are some of the most nationalistic uorKs
ur itten by an American composer.
Even though the first and second generation symphonic
composers are not remembered for their musical ingeniousness,
they should be acKnouledged as the ''pioneers'' of serious
symphonic art music in America. Most importantly, they uere
the ones who forged the paths to be followed by their
successors. It uas the third generation of American
symphonists who gained international recognition and respect.
(23)
The composers o-f the -third generation, liKe their prede-
cessors , uent to Europe after their initial education in
America. There uas , however, no pass ing-of -the-trad it ions be-
tween these two generations. The latter had little or no re-
spect -for the former. Reasons for this can be traced to a
decline, rejection, or reassessment of Romantic ideals, as uell
as the anti-German feelings that existed in the United States
during and immediately following World War I. Leading this
list of third generation composers are Walter Piston
C 1894-1976), Roger Sessions (1896-1983), Howard Hanson
< 1336-1981), Virgil Thomson <1836), Henry Cowell < 1887-1365),
Roy Harris C 1838-1379), and Aaron Copland < 1380). While these
men all presented distinctive attitudes and styles in their mu-
sic, for the first time ''American music. . .became a part of the
Western tradition as a whole at its growing edge.*'Cl£3 This
idea is further supported by Salzman's observation:
In several important and individual ways, the vast
changes in European music during the first part of
the ttuentieth] century were paral lei ed--somet imes
anticipated, sometimes followed--in the United
States. [ 131
For all of these composers there was a struggle for
individual ity. Each had to choose from the many paths that
diverged before him. There were those who remained somewhat
tonal while others explored newer possibilities. Still others
looKed for ties to their Amer ican past and ''spoKe'' more
directly towards a popular audience. At the same time there
<34)
was the group who continued to wrestle with large-scale forms
and ideas
.
As did their predecessors, many of these men became
important teachers of theory and composition at the university
level. Add to this the growing number of foreign musicians and
composers who immigrated to the United States < BartoK , BlocK,
Hindemith, Milhaud , Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Varese—to name
just a feu), one sees the enormous shifting of musical centers
from Europe to America uithin a short period of time. American
composers were no longer obligated to travel in Europe for an
advanced musical education. Europe, with all its traditions
and innovations, had come to America.
This is the starting point of America's fourth generation
composers, a collection of composers that includes Uilliam
Schuman, as well as Paul Creston < 1906-1385), Elliot Carter
<1308), Samuel Barber < 1310-1381), David Diamond < b . 1915),
Vincent Persechett i C1915), and Leonard Bernstein Cb. 1918).
The United States served as the primary center of studies for
these composers, with secondary studies in Europe sponsored by
scholarships and other awards. While in Europe, the majority
of them continued to be influenced by Nad ia Bou 1 anger who re-
s ided in Par is .
As a group these composers were also faced with composi-
tional options to choose from. The stylistic differences of
the nineteenth century were expanded by a mass of new tech-
<£5)
n iques which included serial, and later aleatoric and electron-
ic music --as well as the continued yearning and expansion of
the past ''tr ied -and -true ' ' methods. Mixed in with all this
ambiguity was the search -for an American voice, one that was
tempered by the thoughts and -feelings of Amer ica's citizens
past and present.
Sal z man categorizes these two streams in a similar vein.
He elaborates by pointing out that the first group < those who
sought new sounds) evolved into ' 'other avante-garde develop-
ments'', whereas the latter group "'remanined constant in the
new works of older composers. ' 'I 14 3 What is meant by ' 'older
composers'' is difficult to render. A partial explanation of
this would be that those composers, who initally composed in a
semi-conservative manner, have remained true to its precepts,
even though some adventures may have been attempted with newer
techniques (such as serial ism). Those composers who steered
the course of progressiveness have continued exploring new
ideas. It is this duality, or better yet, this plurality which
defines music of the fourth generation ftmer ican symphonic
composers
.
There is little doubt that Schuman 's music embraces all
sorts of twentieth century phenomena: wide-ranging disso-
nances, expanded or tailored forms, advance polyphony, synthe-
tic scales, and emphatic rhythms. He has, however, remained
loyal to his beginnings. He does not dabble in extended
< 26)
twelve-tone studies or serialized rhythmic poss ibl it ies . He
does not explore electronic media or investigate microtonal
timbres. Instead, Schuman uses the orchestra in its natural
environment, i.e., the instrument and its player, uithout the
aid of electronic gadgetry. This may be viewed by some as too
conventional or conservative in respect to the many theoretical
and technological advances of tuent ieth-century music. It re-
mains, however, the best form of expression for Schuman. In
the end, that is all that matters.
It is very possible that the four symphonies in this study
will not withstand the futuristic criteria of ' 'masterpiece '
'
designation. The popularity of a piece often times assists in
such a designation. Preserved within Schuman 's symphonies are
those ideas and techniques which are indigenous to twentieth
century American composition. These elements, along with
Schuman 's personal usage of them, are the analytical priorities
by which real judgment should be rendered.
This study continues with a closer looK at the techniques
and ideas used by Schuman. Individuality is an important
attribute for any composer. Because of this, emphasis will be
Placed on what maKes Schuman 's music carry its own voice in the
crowd. The first order of business will concentrate on the






As a result of -the Romantic traditions, and the subsequent
influence our second generation composers recieved from their
European teachers, the Americans quicKly adopted a large or-
chestra as a natural medium. Further support of this fact may
be found in the Boston Symphony Program Notes Beginning in
their ninth season (1383-1330) extended program notes were
provided for the audience—a tradition that still exists today.
The -following quotes are taKen from the Notes. The author,




Mac Dowel 1 , Lancelot and Elain , op . E5, < 1836 5
:
G. H. Wilson, Ninth Season, p. 383. ''Published
in 1888 by Hainauer of Breslau, and is scored
for full modern orchestra including piccolo,
great drum and cymbals. '
'
S. Paine , Co 1 u mb u s March and Hymn ( 1832) : Wil 1 iam
F. Apthorp, Twelfth Season, p. 433. ''It is
scored for the fullest modern orchestra, --al
1
the wind instruments except the four horns being
grouped by threes, --to uhich in the hymn a
chorus and organ are added. '
'
3. ChaduicK, Symphony No. 3 in F Major (1834):
William F. Apthorp, Fourteenth Season, p. 54.
''The symphony is scored for full modern orches-
tra, with trombones and tuba, but without
unusual instruments . ' '
4. ChaduicK, Concert Overture to ' 'Euterpe ' '
(1304): Phillip Hale, Twenty
-th ird Season,
p. 1345. ''The overture is scored for 2 flutes,
2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2
trumpets, 3 trombones, bass tuba. Kettledrums,
and str ings . ' '
< 28)
While these quotes indicate that a Wagner-size orchestra was
not employed, they do shou that within 53 years of symphonic
writing, flmer ican composers recognized the musically expressive
possibilities of the larger-sized orchestra. Of course the
early 1920s saw a react ion against the large orchestra by those
who promoted Neo-Classical ideals. However , the large
orchestra retained a prominent position by most symphonic com-
posers of the twentieth century.
Sc human is one of those composers who has continued using
the large orchestra for his symphonies. Except for the First
Symphony (for 18 instruments) and the Fifth Symphony <for
strings only), Schuman 's symphonies require large orchestras
for proper sounding and resonance.
Of the four symphonies in this study, the Ninth Symphony
uses the fewest instruments. (Refer to the chart on page 30.)
By far the largest mass of instrument at ion is in the Eighth and
Tenth Symphonies, especially the latter since there are no in-
dications of instruments ad 1 ib itum . The increased size of
these two symphonies is mostly in the percussion section.
Other than this modification, all the symphonies are very simi-
lar in instrumentation and numbers.
The parts that are designated as instruments ad 1 ib itum in
the Seventh and Eighth Symphonies are usually doubled by other
instruments. Obviously Schuman believes these parts would be
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becomes very important during contrapuntal sections where
melodic lines may not be perceived very well without these
enforcement-. In reality, the added resonance of these extra
instruments Mill be quite modest. Their's is a pragmat ic
contribution-
-to further illuminate important events.
C 30)
Example IV-1 illustrates the necessity of the fourth
trumpet part. Even though the pitches in this example are
covered by the strings, the strident sound of the pitch-
cluster (especially in the final measures) is uel 1 supported by
the presence of all four trumpets.
EXAMPLE IV-l: Seventh Symphony, Movement II, 61-65
<C> 1962 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher.
Whenever 3c human employs the instruments ad 1 ib itum ,
especially in a homorhythmic chordal section <as in the above
example), the emphasis is on equal distribution of chord tones.
There are no tones vying for more prominence. Some may argue
that it is inherently impossible to hear all the tones uith
equal weight. There may be some truth to this since the ear
usually concentrates on the outside voices for primary move-
ment. This belief, however, has a tendency to demote the
middle voices to mere chordal elaborations.
There are places in the Sc human scores where the impor-
tance of the outer voices is negated by effective polychordal
or major/minor-chord writing.Cll In Example IV-2, the combina-
tion of Mm-chords , strong accents, and a fortissimo dynamic
level help to alleviate a sense of melodic importance. The
<31 )
aggressive sound, bolstered by the ad 1 ib instruments (5th and
6th Horns, 4th Trumpet, and Tenor Tuba), has an immediate
impact upon the ear. The power of this homorhythmic passage is
fueled by a continuous rhythmic drive and a steady progression
of chords and dissonances.












<C> 1962 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The need for melodic interest is compromised for the sake of
pure sound and resonance. This sound eventually leads to a
dec is ive cadence and thus creates a break ing po int in the form.
The majority of instruments ad 1 ib itum appear in the
< 32)
Seventh Symphony. It must be remembered that these added
instruments are doubling parts that already exist, especially
in the brass section.
Only three instruments (all uooduinds) have the ad 1 ib itum
distinction in the Eighth Symphony. This symphony, unliKe the
Seventh, frequently uses nine- or ten-part writing within the
six horns and -four trumpets. Many times this four-part writing
is independent of other parts and pitches.
One of the more striking combinations of instrument
doublings and complex polychordal structures is seen in the
second movement of the Eighth Symphony. In measures 15-30 the
addition of the oboe, clarinet, and bassoon to the uooduinds
permits that section to adequately double the divisi string
parts. This integration allous for a steady crescendo < Example
IV-3) from piano to f ort iss iss imo . UnliKe the previous exam-
ple, the cadence is reached only after specific melodic
material has been briefly expanded. (Example IV-3, p. 34.)
The use of extra instruments also adds stability to
contrapuntal sections. Although the two individual lines in
Example IV-4 may not be confused uithout the added instruments,
there is comfort in numbers. The increase of harmonic compact-
ness, created through octave doublings by added instruments,
gives the entire segment a very abrasive sound.
(Example IV-4, p. 35.)
In all, the instrument ad 1 ib itum parts are used primarily
(33)





<C> 1964 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission 0-f The Publisher







(Example IV-4 continued on p. 36.)
in three uays:
1. As added timbral and tone-doubling supports. This may
be recognized as the equalization o-f tones uh ich
thereby helps increase the auareness o-f dissonance.
E. To bolster and sustain the dynamic drive, a concept
that is very important throughout these symphonies.
3. To give added confidence to contrapuntal and harmonic
lines uhich may otheruise be lost in the dissonance.
In general, the added instruments should be used to insure
adequate sounding o-f main events.
( 35)
(EXAMPLE IV-4: Con't.)
< O 1362 Mer ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The strength of any good composer will be his or her com-
mand of expressive verbal language in music. Under this catch-
all phrase come tempo indications, dynamics, phrasing, specific
or unusual timbral effects, and terms uhich pertain to, or in-
dicate an emotional aspect in the music. Mahler always comes
to mind as one of the supreme commanders of nuance, since his
symphonic scores are loaded with expression marKs.
Schuman's scores, while not as bogged down in Mahleresque
< 36 >
detail, do show a desire to express things succinctly. Partic-
ular attention is constantly paid to dynamic contrasts,
especially crescendos and decrescendos . The rhythmic vitality
noted in Schuman's music is o-ften caused by -frequent metrical
changes and shifting accents. Tempos, on the other hand, show
a practical side in Schuman's uriting. All tempos, based on
any metrical division, are prefixed with a "tj." marking,
thus leaving some discretion to the conductor and performers.
There is an admixture of traditional Italian terminology
and Percy Qra inger -1 iKe English. The third movement of the
Tenth Symphony <m. 279) is indicated as ''Tempo I--Leggiero,
gay & 1 ight--barndance feeling.'' At measure 139 in the same
movement Schuman instructs the ''Hns, 1, 3, 5 phrase with Tpts.
1, 2; Hns. 2, 4, S phrase with Tpts. 3, 4, to 165.' A
favorite of Schuman's, one which occurs in all four symphonies
in this study, is the string section's instruction to ''change
bows to sustain [the] sound.''
Timbral indications are rare, but uhen they do occur, they
show an alertness to the overall sound of the orchestra. An
indication on page 29 of the Eighth Symphony shous Schuman's
awareness of the delicate balance betueen instruments.
At the discretion of the conductor GlocK .£ sp iel 1 I,
bars 42 thru 59, may be played one octave lower than
written since in some halls the written sounds may
be too predominant .C 2 1
Some detail to specific instrumental writing may be ob-
served in these four symphonies. Again, this is directly tied
< 37 >
to "the specific t imbral Cor coloristic) effects which an in-
strument may be capable of producing. Another glocKenspiel
instruct ion may be found in the first movement of the Tenth
Symphony <m. 201). Here the performer is told to ' 'dampen the
glocK before striking.' 1 This technique conveniently enhances
the accented, staccato eighth-notes which are being played at a
fortississimo dynamic level by the brass. St ill another subtle
tone -color change is indicated in measures 33-44 of the Ninth
Symphony, where the strings are instructed to ' 'remove mutes
gradually.' ' Ufien the Ninth Symphony opens the strings perform
a very darK-sounding theme. Steadily, the strings emerge from
their darkened c
l
oak and rival the woodwinds in forte -garb at
measure 45.
The Eighth Symphony stands apart from the other three with
its large array of pitched-percussion instruments. < Refer to
the instrumentation chart on page 30.) One of the more
beautiful combinations of tone color and melody is seen in
Example IV-5. The lyrical quality of the viola melody is not
impeded by accompanimental overkill. In stark contrast to th is
meandering melody, the p itched -percuss ion instruments keep a
steady progression of quarter-note beats that may be analyzed
in a polychordal manner
. Schuman obv iously wants the harps to
be more pianistic in their approach. Not only has he provided
them with an abundance of pedal changes, but he has gone to
great lengths to control pitch duration and to provide
< 38)
fingerings. The effect is someuhat ethereal . It appropriately
sustains the gloom or darKness of this first movement.
EXAMPLE IV-5: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 42-49
'fe^H,^
CO 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Unusual timbre combinations do not occur very often in
Sc human 's symphonies. When they are present, as in the pre-
v ious example, the contrast either leads to—or begins some
type of change in the formal structure. In the example above,
the quarter -note chord progression harmonizes the second theme
of the movement. The contrast of tone color, as uell as a
less-complicated melodic and harmonic frameuorK, all combine to
<39>
delineate the structural out line.
Two other examples of abrupt contrasting timbres are seen
in the last movement of the Tenth Symphony . At measure 165 the
orchestra comes to a cadence on a p ian iss iss imo chord, a chord
that effectively closes the first section of the movement.
Until this point the percussion family has been absent. Mea-
sure 166 begins with an array of pitched-percussion instru-
ments. The soft dynamic level is maintained as the transition
into the movement's second section is made. A series of
Mm-chords are distributed among the celesta, harp, vibraphone,
chimes, crotales, glocKenspiel, and piano. Joining the
onslaught of percussion-family instruments are muted strings.
A little later the woodwinds are used. Throughout this
90-measure section, the dynamics remain quite subdued, allowing
only once a brief forte. Since the brass section does not
interfere, the overall sound remains essentially moderate in
nature. The use of themat ic mater ial is also v&ry subcon-
scious. Melodic remnants, disguised by the use of variation
techniques, are buried in a thicK web of complex chords, prac-
tically negating any sense of melodic direction or tangibility.
The second contrast in th is movement occurs when Schuman
utilizes the brass family. Their entrance signifies another
change in the form of the movement. Again, dynamic levels are
basically matched between the two divisional points Cppp-p).
The brass are used in a chorale-1 iKe setting for the ensuing
23
-measure section. The chorale acts as an interlude which
separates the first part of the movement from the final
' 'barndance ' ' section. Vividly expressing the resurgent power
of the brass, Sc human guides the chorale in extremes from the
softest to the loudest dynamics. The dissonance, although not
as starK as in the previous section, is richly enhanced by the
resonant brass instruments. This change of timbre not only
allows for some harmonic relaxation, but creates the perceptive
division mentioned above. As stated earlier, this division is
an interlude. It also doubles as the apex of the movement,
leaving only a five-measure difference between the two outside
sect ions
.
These few examples point out that Sc human 's use of
t imbral -comb inat ion is quite traditional, and finds its roots
in the Romantic period. Rarely is there ever any pretense to
create an impression in the same manner of the Impressionists.
Schuman "s writing is aggressive and very subservient to the
music itself. This does not imply, however, that all of
Schuman 's uorKs sound the same. Just as the orchestra in
Wagner 's R ing cycle attains a new 1 ife in each opera, so too
does the orchestra in Schuman 's last four symphonies achieve
diversity in sound and presentation. Therefore, it seems more
important to illustrate the diversity within the uorKs , rather
than compare them to a host of other symphonic pieces.
Much of this diversity, of course, is obbligated to
C 41?
melodic and harmonic material. Other obligatory causes uould
include the density of the texture, the progressive movement of
emotion, and the effect the material has on the instruments
themselves. (This last idea relates to the nature of acousti-
cal properties—a subject not dealt uith in this study. None-
theless, it is an element that should be acknowledged.)
The Ninth Symphony is perhaps the most imaginative uorK
—
at least from the standpoint of tone color, and its emotional
effect on the listener. There are many things done in this
particular symphony which are not duplicated in other works.
It uould be easy to speculate possible reasons for this
phenomena. Coming to mind first of all is the difference in
size between this and the other symphonies. In order to
produce more variety in the reduced orchestra of the Ninth
Symphony, Schuman uses more diversity in timbral combinations.
Another possible speculation arises from the philosophical
importance Schuman places on the Ninth Symphony itself. ft
combination of two ideas point to this justification: 1) the
fact that it is the only one-movement symphony in this group of
four, and £> the fact that it is the only symphony uh ich is
preceded by program notes written by the composer. Although
the Ninth Symphony is one of those rare uorKs that may evoke
specific impressions or emotions, no attempt uill be made in
this study to musically depict the expressive nature of
Schuman "s program notes. This uould go against Schuman's oun
< 42)
wishes. There can be little doubt, however, that the Ninth
Symphony expresses the bleakest outcome of these -four sympho-
nies. At least the Eighth Symphony, which has also been dubbed
a somber worK , ends with an uplifting movement . Of course an
important question must be raised concerning the emotional
aspects of the Ninth Symphony: Is this bleakness conveyed from
a purely musical point of view, or does the written program
stimulate a psychological image that finds justification in the
music? Questions 1 iKe this have been asKed since Vivaldi com-
posed his Four Seasons and Liszt wrote his symphonic poems.
Even for Liszt (for whom a certain amount of dubiousness still
exists in the origination of his primary impressions), there
are many unanswered questions.
Consequently, Schuman's Ninth Symphony stands apart from
the rest of the group for a variety of reasons. Timbre and
texture are two of the primary reasons. These two unrelated
ideas hit the listener immediately in the opening measures of
the uorK. The symphony begins with a darK-sound ing eleven-
measure theme performed in unison by muted violins and cellos,
two octaves apart. (Example IV -6.) No equal to this sonority
may be found throughout the rest of the symphony—or, for that
matter , in any of the other worxs. This unique mood is pro-
duced by the simultaneous presence of three important condi-
tions: i) the wide intervallic relationship of the melody, S>
the subltle tone color provided by the mutes, and 3) the empty
< 43 >
feeling emanating from the tuo-octave spread.
EXAMPLE IV-6: Ninth Symphony, mm. 1-11
<C) 1371 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
ft shimmering uater-liKe effect is used tuice in the Ninth
Symphony (meas. 2S6-S31, and 31E-317). While a little deceiu-
ing at first glance (Example IV-7, p. 45), an analysis reveals
that the uoodu inds are playing in strict canon. BartoK
employed similar canonic sections in his string quartets.
<See, for example, the first movement of BartoK's Fourth String
Quartet, meas. 157-160). Even though Schuman's canon may not
be readily perceived by the ear, the section acts as a guide
uhich leads the aural sensation from one focal point to
another .[ 3 ]
The only time Schuman comes close to this broad uash of
sound is in the opening measures of the Eighth Symphony. Here
the effect is created by a chord cluster that spans the
<44)
EXAMPLE IV-7: Ninth Symphony, mm. 226-231 (or mm. 312-317)
<C) 1371 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
interval of a perfect fifth <D2--a>. The total span of the
interval is closely compacted, especially in the middle
register, by the tuo harps and piano. The spectrum of tone
colors emerging from this are quite distinct and rich. This
haunt ingly tenebrous atmosphere immediately captures the
listener's attention, and prepares him for the horn solo that
( 45)
f o 1 1 ous .
EXAMPLE IV-3: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 1-7
<C> 1964 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
It is difficult not to draw some emotional parallels betueen
Schuman 's Eighth Symphony and Beethoven's Fifth Symphony,
albeit the tuo are far -removed from each other by stylistic
period and technique. Not withstanding the overly-romantic
viewpoint of this opinion, both symphonies ascend from the
depths of despair, and culminate uith victorious exhaltation.
Another significant timbral difference heard in the Ninth
Symphony features the percussion section. By far the most
imaginative use of batter-head percussion is demonstrated in
the waning measures of the uorK. This is not to imply that
Schuman does not use the percussion effectively in his other
symphonies. For the most part, his usage is quite traditional.
< 46)
i.e., rhythmic duplication and dynamic control. In the case of
the Ninth Symphony, specifically measures 604-619, the pre-
vailing mood of bleakness is vitally sustained by the percus-
percussion. As the woodwinds exchange a plaintively slou
sighing motive, and the strings hold a pedal -chord cluster, the
timpani plays an ostinato based on four pitches. The other
percussion instruments, consisting of snare drum, tenor drum,
and bass drum, also exchange a series of rhythmic ideas. The
incisive rhythms of this percussion group creates a dramatic
contrast with the rest of the orchestra. C Example IV
-9, p .
48. ) A sense of solitude is felt as the three sections (uood-
y inds , strings, and percussion), confine themselves to separate
roles. Even though they may have unrelated material, the
sections can not exist separately. The summat ion of all the
elements (tempo, melodic negation, register, harmony, and
timbre), as yell as the inclusive nature of the scoring, create
one of the most profound psychological and emotional statements
put forth in Schuman's music.
For all the despair the Ninth Symphony issues, the Tenth
Symphony dispels. This is not intended as an actual comparison
of moods, although obvious differences exist betyeen the two
uorKs . Much of this difference is related to specific proper-
ties in musical mater ial, and the diverse contrast of instru-
mental techniques. Other contrasts include the thinner texture
and lighter quality of scoring <as seen in Tenth Symphony), and
< 47)
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an overall difference in sound color, i.e., a darK/brooding
sound versus a brighter/festive sound.
The Tenth Symphony, for all its fine, festive qualities,
does not measure-up against the Ninth, in emotional consistency
and intensity. This may be the principal (although quite
arguably, the most unsubstantial? basis for the Ninth
Symphony's popularity among audiences and critics.
Anyone who attentively listens to the Schuman symphonies
realizes that Schuman tends to favor tuo instruments. This
type of predilection is nothing new for any composer. For
Richard Strauss, it uas the horn and violin. Sibelius 1 iKed
the foreboding sound of the English horn, and Debussy leaned
towards the flute and harp. In both Sibelius's and Debussy's
C4S)
cases these preferences were virtually based on coloristic
poss ib i 1 it ies
.
Seen in this light, Schuman is no different than other
composers. There are, however, some peculiarities in his
choices. ftfter all, very feu composers write solos for the
bass clarinet and timpani--at least on a regular basis. Among
other things, this is Schuman 's uay of evoK ing his voice or
identity, a way of establishing a trademar-K within the uorKs
themselves. The four symphonies of this study remain
fairly consistent with this observation. The Tenth Symphony is
the only exception to the rule. It does not incorporate a
prominent bass clarinet solo. The following chart illustrates
where these solos occur. The numbers correspond to measures,
and Roman numerals indicate specific movements within a given
symphony. Numbers in parenthesis refer to the total number of
measures in each solo.
SYMPHONY BASS CLARINET TIMPANI
SEVENTH I! 73-120 (4S> lis 64-73 ( 10); AND
IV: 220-233 < IS)
EIGHTH IIJl 113-139 123) is 143-133 <7>; AND
III: 437-490 < 4)
NINTH 183-208 < 16> 307-312 (6); AND THE
OSTINATO MENTIONED
ABOVE <22>
TENTH ALWAYS PAIRED WITH
ANOTHER INSTRUMENT
Illl 470-477 ( 8)
The timpani solos are more prominent touards the end of a
section or movement, especially the finale. They are usually
marKed at a f ort iss iss imo dynamic level, and most importantly.
< 43 y
are alyays based on a conspicuous interval ic motive. Allowing
•for two exceptions, the timpani solos are never mere rhythmic
duplications of other parts. The -first of these tuo exceptions
occurs in the second movement of the Seventh Symphony . In the
second-half of the timpani solo (mm. 64-73), the lou uoodu inds
and lou strings join the timpani solo in rhythm, but not pitch.
The second (and most exciting) exception to this duplication
rule is in the Tenth Symphony. In the closing section of the
final movement, the timpani pounds out an E" major chord in
unison yith crotales. (Measures 470-471). Most of the
orchestra joins this incessant E chord-rhythm at 47S, and
continues with it until 477. f=lt 475, (Example IV-10), the
timpani performs a classic BartoK -techn ique by using a
glissando that spans the interval of a 12th. The glissando
also incorporates a sudden change in dynamics.
EXAMPLE IV-IB: Tenth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 473-477
duett Hit)
(C) 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The use of the timpani in this example, is not only
difficult from the perspective of technique, but also points to
a melodic-liKe concept that has emerged during this century.
fit the end of this third movement, the timpani uses the E*
(50)
major chord again. This time, however, it taKes on a fanfare
image (Example IV-11). The ensuing ost inato increases in
volume until the tumultuous resolution of the movement is felt
on the E° major chord.
EXAMPLE IV-11! Tenth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 312-518
- ^^^ Jj^'Af^
CO 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The most important solo instrument in Schuman's symphonies
is the bass clarinet. The soloistic uses of this instrument
are prominently displayed, quite extended in length, and are
technically difficult. Characteristically, the bass clarinet
has a reedy sound. Schuman taKes this sound and expresses it
in a variety of temperaments. These range from playful to
somber, forceful to velvety, or anguish to rapture. There is
never any attempt to masK the intentions of the soloist. The
straight-forward, honest approach seen in Schuman's overall
style, continues to reveal itself in all solo sections.
Three of the last four symphonies, the exception being the
Tenth Symphony, have long bass clarinet solos. Although the
Tenth Symphony also has solo-liKe passages for the bass clari-
net, they are aluays doubled by other instruments, usually the
bassoons. The other solo passages uorK in one of two ways:
1> by starting out as a solo and then adding other instruments
<51>
along the route (as in the Seventh and Ninth Symphonies), or E)
by worKing immediately as a duet with another instrument (as in
the Eighth Symphony). In Keeping uith its contrapuntal nature,
the Ninth Symphony is the only symphony uhich combines more
than one melodic instrument uith the bass clarinet solo.
The bass clarinet solos are similar to the timpani solos,
in that they provide adhesive strongpoints for the structural
form. Melodic cells are also found u ith in these solos. At
times the cells are easy to discern, but for the most part,
they are hidden u ith in a quagmire of notes.
The longest solo for the bass clarinet is in the first
movement of the Seventh Symphony. Framed uithin a slou tempo,
the 43-measure solo is a torrent of short rhythms and scale
passages. The bass clarinet is accompanied by strings only for
the first nine measures Cmeas. 80-88). At measure 89, tuo
measures before the brass perform the refrain, the B clarinet
joins to create a duet betueen the tuo clarinet instruments.
This duet begins as an alternating dialogue <meas. 91-84). As
the refrain comes to a close, the tuo clarinet instruments
mirror each other (Example IV-1E).
EXAMPLE IV-12: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 37-99
(C) 19S2 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The strings then play another version of the refrain in
measures 100-104. Again, as the refrain reaches its conclu-
sion, the solo bass clarinet enters for another discourse.
This time, however, uhen the B clarinet enters < meas . 105),
the rest of the orchestra does not play, and there is no
alternating dialogue betueen the two solo instruments. The un-
accompanied duet that follows brings the first movement to a
close. Overall, this entire section featuring the bass clari-
net in both solo and duet capacities, shous much variety in the
uorKing of thematic material. Based on the alternation of
solos and duets, the section also creates an internal form
uithin the large scale form of the movement. This is illus-
trated in the outline belou.


















































* Letters represent contrasts, not melodic material.
A comparison of the chart with Examples IV-13<a-d) on page 54
further illustrate this concept.




C <See Example IV-12)
D < mm. 115-120)
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<C> 1962 Merion Music, Inc.
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It was mentioned earlier, that the bass clarinet solos
extract ideas from predominant melodic cells. This concept may
also be seen in the examples aboue. The Seuenth Symphony is
the only symphony in this group of four uhich employs a
' 'motto' ' theme. The initial appearance of this motto, is
announced in the first movement by a trumpet solo at measure
19 (Example IV-14). While the trumpet solo consists of four




last pitch is an extension.
EXAMPLE IV-14: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 13-S2
Poc« men* mou* J^cafiO
<C) 1362 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The motto-theme aspect uill be dealt u ith in more detail
later on in this study. For now, houever, it uill suffice to
say that the motto-theme is constructed of three primary
intervals: A major third, a perfect fifth, and the overall
interval of a major seventh. Schuman uses either the motto
cell by itself, or the individual melodic intervals that maKe
up the cell. The cell may by used in retrograde, or the
intervals may be inverted by use of the ''Rule of Nine ''.[43
The clarinet interlude < meas . 89-98, Example IV-13b), shous a
descending perfect fifth, followed by a minor second (or an
inverted major seventh). This is followed by an ascending
major seventh (E to e ) , and then by a series of perfect
fourths <uhich are inverted perfect fifths). The dialogue in
this same example (meas. 91-93) illlustrates the motto theme
in an extended retrograde form.
The mirrored-duet in example IV-12 uses a simultaneous
sounding of original and retrograde cells, as uell as some
independent intervallic relationships based on the
cell -intervals .
This type of analysis may be applied to most of the bass
(35)
clarinet and timpani solos. For instance, the timpani solo in
Example IV-15 is also from the Seventh Symphony. Note that it
too uses the specified intervals of the motto cell.
EXAMPLE IV-15: Seventh Symphony, Movement II, mm. 64-68
(C) 196E Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Therefore, it would seem relatively safe to assume that Schuman
reinforces these ''favorite'' instruments (the bass clarinet
and timpani), with strong references to important melodic
material. This gives an added dimensional quality to the
solos, in that they are connected through interrelated ideas,
and therefore, assist in acting as a cohesive-force uithin the
structural entity.
Another distinctive trait exhibited in Schuman 's scoring
of the symphonies is his total separation of instrumental
families into homogeneous blocKs of sound. Occasionally,
Schuman does combine instruments from different families on a
single melodic line, or, as shoun in Example IV-3 (page 34) in
homorhythmic sections.
When the music reaches its ultimate intensity, the
families unite uithin their oun species and proceed u ith
abundant vigor. This ti'pe of instrument segregation allous
Schuman to express himself in a very bold manner. It is quite
aggresive in style, and enforces the melodic lines to their
(56)
utmost potent ial . Herein lies the Key to this orchestration
technique. By excluding the percussion section, which does not
usually play an important role in defining melodic or contra-
puntal material, the woodwinds, brass, and strings are each
given independent melodic lines. When performed simultane-
ously, these lines create the normal three-part texture uhich
typifies much of the music in our rich instrumental repertoire.
The opening 165 measures of the Tenth Symphony's last
movement is a virtual textbook example of this technique.
After the strings state the theme, the other tuo sections
(woodwinds, and then the brass) restate the theme in their oun
variational manner. The strings and woodwinds continue to
ueave contrapuntal intricacies while the brass play their vari-
tion. This continues until the soft cadence in measure 165.
(See page 40 of this chapter for further information about
measure 165.
)
Because of the instrumental solo-liKe quality of the Ninth
Symphony, and because of that symphony's incessant use of
contrapuntal material, the segregated - instrumental technique is
not as apparent as it is in the other symphonies. An exception
to this statement may be found in the section beginning in mea-
sure 374 (Example IV-16, page 58). At first the texture is
limited to only tuo ideas. As it progresses to measure 440,
four distinct lines are recognized. The scoring for these
lines is a little different than mentioned above. For one
thing, the entire brass section is not used, and that which is
used, is divided into tuo parts.
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One o-f the best examples of this three-part -family uriting
is in the first movement of the Eighth Symphony (Example
IV-17, page 59). The full score reveals that the string basses
are united with the lower tessituras supplied by the brass.
This combination (although not reflected in the example) adds
more ueight to the lowest melodic line, and is used frequently
in Schuman 's scoring. When instrument segregation is used,
Schuman allows each family to have its own highly distinguish-
able melodic line. The outcome of such independence is
reminiscent of Renaissance vocal polyphony which also exhibits
a high degree of melodic line independence.
In summary, Schuman 's characteristic use of the orchestra
may be classified in three basic concepts. Each concept has
allowed Schuman to retain a style that is his own. These
<58)
EXAMPLE IV-17: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 93-96
M
(C) 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
characteristics are defined as follows:
1. Although unusual t imbre -comb inat ions are not
frequently applied by Schuman, at least for
color ist ic-sett ings , diversity of tone color
from uithin these four symphonies is quite
apparent. Imaginative scoring is a primary
feature, and is used to create a contrasting
aural sensation in each symphony.
S- Schuman has a predilection for two solo instru-
ments. These are the bass clarinet and the
timpani. Whenever employed, their roles are
very prominent. Are functional as a ''gluing''
element in the formal structure of the move-
ment, and are technically difficult to perform.
3. The most d ist ingu isabl e feature in Schuman 's
symphonies is his segregation of instrumental
families, especially noted in the uoodwinds,
brass, and strings. This three-part segrega-
tion is used primarily to produce a three-part
texture of non -imitat ive polyphony.
CHAPTER V
FORM IN SELECTED MOVEMENTS
OF WILLIAM SCHUMflN'S SYMPHONIES
The mus ical -forms employed in Schuman 's last -four sympho-
nies are quite varied and complex. While some are more easily
perceived < such as the variation -forms), others (such as the
sonata -forms) are quite abstract and di-f-ficult to comprehend.
Forms in this latter class require not only intensive analysis,
but a certain amount o-f suppositional liberty as uell. It is
not clear whether these varied forms fulfill a human need for
organization, but they do spring forth—as in accordance to
Schuman, from ''an instinctive feel ing . ' "t 1 1 Furthermore,
Schuman's mus ical -forms continue to be susceptible to tradi-
tional form-articulation techniques.
Form functions only through the convergence of several
musical elements and techniques. Harmony, melody, polyphony,
and cadences are just a feu of the traditional road markers for
form analysis. Form is, and should continue to be, an inherent
quality of music. The importance of form in satisfying a human
need uas pointed out by Leon Stein: ''Forms evolve out of a
feeling for organization which is innate and which grows out of
the human instinct to maKe or construct .' '[ 2
1
Contrast and repetition, whether harmonic, melodic,
textural, or rhythmic, are the most important principles in
delineating the various types of forms. The prominence of
these two ideas generate growth, sustain musical thought, and
<6B)
provide specific points of musical demarcation. Composers of
the twentieth century have continuously grappled uith ways in
uhich dividing points in musical structure are less obvious.
< In reality, however , composers of all periods have added neu
dimensions to their musical forms. By historical accruance and
perspective, the tuent ieth -century composer has a greater
assortment of ideas and techniques to choose from—often
resulting in the combination of many aspects within the same
movement.) The broad range of contrast/repetition techniques,
the combination of forms, and the abandonment of logical
harmonic cohes iveness , has led to much confusion and apprehen-
sion in tuent ieth-century musical analysis. Some degree of
comfort may be found in a passage from David Epstein's book
Beyond Orpheus .
MXisical complexity is in general a stumbling blocK
to analysis, for the analytical method often seeKs
a unitary, if not unified, view of things. Singu-
larity is in some ways an intrinsic analytical
necessity, for the act of analysis is by prereq-
uisit select ive .[ 3 1
Epstein goes on to say that:
No one analytical perspective can possibly provide
all the relevant information about a uorK , for by
its many facets, a composition precludes such a
singular vieu...It becomes clear that no one analy-
sis can truly ''explain'' a uorK , nor can any one
analytical perspective suffice. [4]
Perhaps in these uords some rationalization is sought. In
Schuman's symphonies, the large-scale forms are filled uith
Intracasies that Are difficult to explain. Consequently, sub-
jective and emotional generalities are unavoidable.
It would not be a disservice to label William Schuman as
an eclectic composer. Preston Stedman vaguely points this out
uhen he lists a cadre of composers -from the last 400 years that
have influenced Schuman. £53 Unfortunately, Stedman's list is
applicable to most tuent ieth-century composers past and
present. Although Schuman 's assimilation of techniques may be
ambiguously categorized, his success as a composer rests in the
personal attributes he has assigned to traditional methods.
The importance of form in music uas reflected upon in
ClarK's interview uith Schuman on 6 December 1S80. When asked
of the role sonata form plays in his one-movement symphonies,
as uell as the influence of other elements characteristic of
various forms, Schuman replied:
When I urite I have no idea of a tonal scheme ... It 's
all inst inct ive . . . I don't thinK in terms of a tonal
scheme because I can maKe a convincing ending at
any place in the chromatic scale and it doesn't
matter uhere I began, that's number one. Number
tuo, I never thinK of sonata form or any other form.
1 thinK of my own form for each uorK, and that's
the reason the forms differ so greatly. ..To me, form
is the most important element there is in music. [61
Schuman also ranKs form as a basic human need:
I thinK that form is the most important thing be-
cause no matter hou brilliant the materials are, if
the form isn't convincing, you don't have a convinc-
ing concept because it violates a human need. £73
Exactly hou persuasively Schuman states his case is diffi-
cult to determine. Obviously many tuent ieth -century ideals
emerge from these feu sentences. His idea that a solid con-
(62)
elusion may be made on any scale degree reflects, to some ex-
tent, Schoenberg's ''emancipation of d issonance , ' 'C 8 ]--w ithout
the discipline needed for serial composition. In one uay or
another, any allusion to a tonal center within an enclosed
movement must be recognized, and subsequently resolved at the
end. Instinctive as it may be, the form of a movement maKes
sense only after it has logically progressed through a series
of prerequisites. In twentieth-century music, these prerequi-
sites consist of any technique that may be analogous to a
spec if ic form.
The logical format in discussing Schuman 's forms would be
a progression from simpler forms to complex forms. < The word
''simpler'' is somewhat of a misnomer since all musical-forms
employed by Schuman contain many difficult aspects.) The tem-
poral length of a particular movement or uorK does not have any
bearing on the degree of complexity in respect to form. Musi-
cal material, on the other hand, ultimately requires an imme-
diate and deliberate acKnow 1 edgement by the composer and
listener. As with most composers, Schuman uses melody as the
primary basis for creating form. To a large extent, harmony is
also used to create forms.
By far, one of the easier movements to comprehend from the
standpoint of form is the first movement of Schuman 's Seventh
Symphony. It stands alone, as does the last movement of J. S.
Bach's Violin Concerto in E-Major < BWV 1042), as a simple rondo
<63)
form which seems unbalanced by "the presence of other more com-
plicated forms. In the Seventh Symphony's first movement
Schuman 's use of the rondo form is tempered with many elements
of variation, therefore requiring a more accurate designation
of variation/rondo form. The use of variation technique is not
unusual for Schuman, since as a rule, he avoids literal repeti-
tion of material, especially in his melodic material. 191 Some
element of variation or development is to be expected through-
out the various stages or sections of a form.
Before continuing on uith the analysis section, the reader
is encouraged to review the analytical symbols supplied in
Appendix I. The ensuing analysis uill use the term ' 'refrain''
to designate the returning section in this rondo form.
The refrain in the first movement of the Seventh Symphony
is, for the most part, devoid of any strong melodic contour.
It does, houever, exist as a harmonic progression that ascends
mostly by M2s or mSs
. The refrains are betueen six and eight
measures in length, and exhibit a variety of voice and rhyth-
mic changes. fin al tered -concentr ic harmonic plan is noted in
the overall design of the refrain. (Example V-l.) The refrain
opens uith a f7 chord supported underneath by the pitch Bl.
The relationship betueen these tuo elements is a d5. The con-
clusion of the refrain shous an absence of the F, thereby
leaving an exposed fV3 chord. (The f7 and ft1" chords share a
common major chord.) Overall bass movement from beginnning to
< 64 5
end descends a MS C from Bl to Al). The retention of a common
u
A° chord is very important in justifying the al tered-concentr ic
design. Also note the division of the refrain into three dif-
ferent sections. This becomes an important aspect later on as
the first movement progresses.
EXAMPLE V-l: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 1-10
fijZ-IWJrt^
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Tonal movement in Schuman's music, from the beginning of a
section tor phrase) to its conclusion is usually by whole- or
half -step. The importance o-f three intervals, the MS, the mS,
and the d5, cannot be understated. Their use in Schuman's
symphonies is limitless. The three intervals are constantly
•found in his harmonizations of melodies as uell as the melodies
themselves, in the lower ''root'' movement of harmonic accom-
paniments, and finally, in cadences at the end of sections.
Likewise, Schuman's chords and tonal implications are very
consistent in realizing two different harmonic areas., i.e..
polychordal and polytonal. All this is illustrated in the
refrain .
The first episode of this movement < mm. 9-57) does auay
uith the polychordal homorhythms
. Utiile tuo tonal areas are
present, one in the uooduinds and one in the melodic line of
the cello, the tuo areas are separated by registers, and as
such, do not sound as dissonant as the opening refrain's close-
Knit harmony. fit first the uooduinds alternate tuo major
chords < F and Pi°). The latter chord is then changed to an
a-minor chord as the alternation continues. The purity of
these alternating uooduind chords is tinged by the entrance of
Horns I,'II on a pedal G ta |B" dyad in measure 12. [103 (Note the
m£ relationship of this dyad to the tuo chords.) The addi-
tional harmonic tension produced at this point brings the first
half of the episode to a close.
Other M2, m2 , or d5 relationships may be seen in the
cello, violin, and bass clarinet melodies. The cello's antece-
dent phrase CpicK-up into measure 9) begins on an fA> i and
concludes on B". The consequent phrase in the first violins
then begins on al and ends on bl. The relationship of these
tuo phrases is a m2--exclud ing octave placements. The overall
range of the bass clarinet solo (mm. 15-19) exibits a d5 <fU to
E ). This is significant in that the first half of this
episode ends on tuo superimposed minor chords <a and eh ) uhich
reflect the identical range of the bass clarinet solo.
CS6)
The two sections of this episode are divided by the
announcement o-f a motto theme played by the solo first trumpet
(Example V-2). Relieved from any heavy harmonic accompaniment,
the motto theme appears as undaunted, and is very emphatic.
EXAMPLE V-2; Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 19-22
<C) 1362 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The final pitch (dri) should not be considered as part of the
motto.CllJ The motto theme becomes an important element
throughout the Seventh Symphony. The intervallic qualities of
the motto, and their subsequent invers ional relationships de-
monstrated in harmony and melody, are strongly adhered to in
various guises. fin example of this would be the major-seventh
chord (without a PS) created when the initial three pitches of
the motto are vert ical ized
.
This latter concept is immediately recognized in the
second half of the first episode (mm. 23-37). The strings,
along with Clarinets I/I I , begin with a B^MT chord in second
inversion. The texture at this point is homorhythmic , but a
gradual movement towards two melodic lines is perceived. The
two separate lines are finally established in measure 34. In
measurt 35, we see another of Schuman's prominent techniques—
that of maintaining m3 (or M6) dyads in one section (usually
the lower range), and M3 (or m6 ) dyads in another section
(67)
(usually in a higher range). In this case (Example V-3), Group
I (major dyads) consists o-f Violins and Violas, and Group II
(minor dyads) consists of Clarinets, Bass clarinet. Bassoons,
Cellos, and String basses. The tuo distinct melodic lines vi-
vidly reflects polytonal writing.
EXAMPLE V-3: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 34-39
PI.MW JLtl.
M
(C) lSSS Merion Music, Inc.
Us-ed By Permission Of The Publisher
In essence, uhat Schuman has done in this arrangement is to in-
vert the overtone series by putting the m3 interval in the
louer voices. ft similar arrangement is also employed for poly-
(68)
chords or polydyads. This may be seen in the E|G#:f^|a poly-
dyad which serves as a cadence in measure 90 of this movement.
The minor dyad assumes the lower position of the tuo dyads.
The first episode cadences in measure 57 on a b° IF# poly-
chord. While the major-minor relationship discussed above is
reversed in this polychord, it is mentioned for another reason.
Excluding octave placement, these tuo chords create three
simultaneous m2 dyads CC#ID, F |F#, and ft#IB>. Cadences based
on mSs are often found between the inner sections of Schuman's
symphonic movements. The harmonic bite supplied by such a ca-
dence adds definition to the breaK ing-po ints in the formal
structure
.
The second refrain (mm. 38-75) is expanded by eight
measures. Its return, seen in the lower voices, is rhythmi-
cally and harmonically identical to the first refrain. ft brief
interlude by the brass <mm. 6S-64) disrupts the flow of the
refrain. ft rhythmic change is then made when the second
section of the refrain returns in measure 65. Another inter-
vention, this time a statement of the motto theme by the trum-
pets in measure 70 separates the second and third sections of
the refrain. Tuo separate melodic lines are maintained during
this statement of the refrain. UnliKe the first statement, the
second refrain has more melodic weight, possibly enhanced by
the rhythmic changes during the second and third sections of
the refrain, and by the presence of another melody. It should
also be noted that the motto theme statement at this time is a
MS higher than the -first statement in measure 13. This rise in
pitch is mirrored by a descending M2 at the end of the second
refrain, which ends on Gl instead of ftl. This subtle shift in
pitch at the end of the refrain allows a harmonic change in the
following episode to be made.
The ensuing episode is a variation of the first episode.
Harmonically there Are some resemblances, but the Gl pedal that
overlaps from the refrain into the episode requires some ad-
justments. The F-major chord heard in the first episode is
abandoned, replaced by a C chord. This latter chord, however,
does not last long. Instead, emphasis is placed on the ft*
chord, with primary changes made in the next two chords (from
F-major and a-minor in the first episode, to g^- and a* -minor
chords in the second episode.) Schuman still maintains a mS
relationships within these harmonic accompaniment changes. The
cello's melody line is also changed, but this time it does not
resign to the violins.
Before the first half of the episode is over, the bass
clarinet enters with a lengthy solo. The solo is accompanied
by a chord similar to the one that opened the refrain. Instead
of using the fm7/B chord, Schuman affirms the harmonic emphasis
of this section by using an fifc/B chord. (Remember that fm7 and
fl share a common major triad.) It is not surprising that the
bass clarinet solo concentrates on a total of six pitches
during the -first five measures of its existence. These six
pitches form two separate chords <S and ft) uhich lie a me on
either side of the ft /B referential chord.
The ff°M7 chord in second inversion that opened the second
half of the episode, is retained for the second episode (mm.
82-90). The first tuo measures serve as an introductory-1 iKe
section that gives way to a harmonic repetition of the first
episode (mm. 23-30), now transfered to measures 84-30. Numer-
ous rhythmic changes may be noted, as uell as the addition
(actually, the continuation) of the bass clarinet solo. Be-
cause of the solo, the repeated string-chords are downgraded to
accompaniment status, uhereas before they presented the primary
melodic material during the second section of the first
episode. Pis the second episode closes. Clarinet I is added to
create a duet with the bass clarinet. This duet continues
through the next tuo refrains uhich follow without any
separat ion
.
The third refrain (mm. 94-33) is for brass only. While
the duet may be the focus of attention, the refrain undergoes
vast changes that feature very short, percussive rhythms
(Example V-4, p. 72). flu chords and pitches from the first
refrain are accountable except for the C" -chord that begins
the second half of the refrain. (Refer to Example V-l.) ft
logical explanation for this absence would be that the duet
covers the pitches needed for that specific chord at the point
(71)
EXAMPLE V-4: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 91-93
<C> 1362 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
where it should appear. This assumption, houever , is not
completely accurate. The Bass clarinet plays a total of 11
pitches, leaving out the FJr uhich j s part of the m i S sing chord.
Even if this last pitch uere present, it is rather doubtful
that the arpegg iated manner of the solo uould echo the sound
of the missing chord.
The last refrain statement < mm. 100-104) is for strings
only (Example V-S, p. 73). The rhythm is less declamatory and
provides for a smooth transition into the duet-coda. The duet
itself is absent for most of this ritornello, returning only in
the last two measures.
The duet-coda uh ich concludes the first movement develops
the motto theme continuously, exploiting it either in original
form, by use of retrograde techniques, or by alienating
(72)
EXAMPLE V-5: Seventh Symphony, Movement I, mm. 100-102
Pitt M9M0 St«.=JD
CO 1S62 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
specific intervals. Harmonically, the duet is difficult to
pinpoint. The most important ideas to recognize are the
developmental techniques used for the motto theme, and the
coda's transitional relationship to the following movement.
Without a doubt, the coda effectively bridges the gap betueen
the last refrain and the next movement. Further justification
of this is cited on two levels: 1) the sub ito attacca between
the first and second movements, and 23 the C ID dyad which
concludes the duet. This dyad lies a m2 on either side of the
opening motto theme of the second movement. Schuman could have
moved directly into the second movement after the last refrain
was finished. The bass clarinet performing at the end of the
motto theme, begins by playing a D^°, the same pitch that opens
the second movement. Schuman obviously felt that the motto
theme needed to be emphasized more, and as such, fashioned the
duet-coda.
The following outline illustrates the movement of tonal
<73>
implications in this rondo form. Nathan Broder urote that
Schuman's music ' 'does not normally employ Key relationships as
a means of binding large sections together .''[ 12 3 As is illus-
trated here, however, tonal relationships and modulations are
primarily based on M2s , m2s , and d5s . The outline also points
out the return of the refrain to its ''home'' Key.
SEVENTH SYMPHONY: MOVEMENT I
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Overall movement by M2s , m2s , and d5s , considered to be
some of the more dissonant intervals in conventional harmony,
partially explains the tonal aloofness embraced in Schuman's
symphonies. Although free tonal movement is an expected quali-
ty in Schuman's music, the outline clearly shous a formal
<74>
structure based on intervals—usually ascending half-steps.
(Note the numerous half-step relationships betueen any tuo
tonal implications.) While analytically the first movement of
the Seventh Symphony is quite approachable, its expansion of
melodic material out of small cellular ideas conceals any
s impl ic ity
.
ft ternary form is used advantageously in the second
movement of the Tenth Symphony. The movement succeeds in pre-
senting a contemplative essay that serves as an appreciative
gesture for American music history.
The second movement, marKed Largh iss imo J - ca. SB cd =ca.
30), begins uith muted strings. Pi p ian iss iss imo dynamic level
is diametrically opposite of the previous movement. ft sense
of solitude is felt as the cellos open u ith an unison f#\ Care
is taKen to immediately establish a tonal area uith a m3 dyad
<dlf) in the violins. The addition of this dyad to the cello's
•f", creates a DMm chord—the tonal area for uhich this movement
will be considered.
fts the tonality is estabished, the violas enter uith an
extreme illustration of Schuman's melodic style. The
eight-measure viola melody may be divided into three segements.
<Example U-6, p. 76.) The first segment consists of tuo
successive descending M9s <fl to e" , and e^> to Db ) , followed by
the second segment uhich eventually ascends to a P4 louer than
the initial pitch of the melody. The last segment has little
(75)
movement be-fore falling down a M7. Just as the viola finishes
its melodic line, the cello enters with a modified version of
the melody a P5 lower in pitch.
EXAMPLE V-S: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, 1-12
CO 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The harmonic accompaniment is quite sparse at the begin-
ning. i=)n angular melodytl31 such as this, does not provide
much musical interest. Schuman has rectified this by adding
more importance to the accompaniment. Essentially all harmonic
movement is quite subtle, uith changes occurring through the
addition of m3 dyads. By the fourth measure, tuo dyads emerge
<d?|f", and d If . > In the sixth measure the ale dyad is added
by the flutes and first violins. At this point the only other
additions to be made are reserved for the inner-uoodu ind parts.
As the cellos enter uith their version of the melody at measure
nine, tuo more minor dyads <b|d and b* Id* > are brought into the
harmonic spectrum. This leaves only the e |g dyad to be added,
which is finally heard in the measure immediately following the
end of the cello melody. C 143 Tuelve-note cadences are not
<76>
unusual in the Tenth Symphony. The 12-p itch homorhythmic
cadence (Example V-7> heard in measures 13-14 effectively
brings a close to this introductory section which serves as the
first part of the ternary form. Note in particular the two
violin sections which shou a minor triad in the lower section
and a major triad in the upper section. Their roots are a d5
apart
.
EXAMPLE V-7: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 13-14
<C5 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
To adequately define the harmonic progression from the
beginning of this A-sect ion to its 12-pitch ending is very
entangling. Since a DMm chord is established almost
immediately, and the bass movement ends on an ft* in measures
12-14, an overall transition of a d5 may be recognized. Per-
haps this could be justified by the d5 separation between the
two minor chords in the violins as mentioned above.
The ensuing B-section possesses the buIK of musical in-
terest and intellect for the second movement. A canon, imi-
tated a m2 higher (or a M7 lower) at each entrance, dominates
the entire section. Two other ideas emerge from this section:
1) a con-tinned development of -the harmonic accompaniment
beginning with the third canon entrance, and 2) the transition
of the canon to represent more than just a theme. This latter
idea will become clearer as the analysis continues.
Schuman has sloued the tempo for this B-section to i =ca.
48 <oca.= 24). The canon begins on a c*2 anacrusis into mea-
sure 15 by the first uiolin section. (Example V-8.) This
canon, which may also be divided into three sections, yields an
interesting analysis. The tuo uhole-tone scales that are
available to a composer are used separately to create the canon
theme: Section Tuo (mm. 18-21) uses a descending uhole-tone
scale based on C (transposed a M2 higher). By combining the
first three pitches of both Sections One (mm. 15-17) and Three
(mm. 22-23), another descending uhole-tone scale emerges, this
time based on C*. (A m2 relationship exists betueen these tuo
uhole-tone scales.) The melodic contour shous a progression
from repeated notes to step-uise motion, and finally to leaps
of m7s touards the end.
EXAMPLE V-8: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 15-23
<C) 1377 Mer ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Common tones betueen the melody and accompaniment are com-
(78)
pletely avoided during the first statement of the canon theme.
The accompaniment is made up entirely of minor triads uh ich
show primary root movement based on M2s or m£s
.
15
e , f , g
-16- -17-
-18-
a, b*> c*, d, e f#, d*, e#
-19
f. g-. «#_ Jt b , a , g f , g , b d , c*6
.
The m7 leaps in the melody < rtieas . 21) are supported further by
the most significant root movement in the minor chords (mm.
21-22.
)
The second entrance of the canon < meas . 24) is announced
by the English horn and Violins II on a d-natural. As the
minor-chord voicings are rearranged, and their progression
shifted up a half-step. Violins I proceed with a countermelody
based primarily on uide intervals. This entire canonic
process, excluding the chord progression, is very similar to
the opening section of the Ninth symphony uh ich also features a
canon based on ascending m2 entraces . For the most part, a
canon is not readily perceived in either symphony because of
the lengthy time span between successive canon entrances.
The third statement of the canon on e k ( meas
. 32) is
Played by the Piccolo, Flutes, and Clarinets. Violins I ueave
yet another countermelody, uhile the English horn and Violins
II play the first countermelody a half-step higher. By this
time, the strings have removed their mutes, but Schuman
maintains a subdued dynamic level. The Horns, which are the
<79)
first brass to appear in this movement, have been added to the
chordal accompaniment. Not only has the minor-chord accompa-
niment shifted a half-step higher, but more rhythmic vitality
is accorded to it. Another change made at this point is the
addition of one more minor chord a P5 above the original pro-
gression, thereby creating a minor-polychord accompaniment.
This is illustrated in the following chord progression.
C* :f*
,
d:g, e:a f:bk , f#:b, gic bb ieh , bie, c*:f*etc.
The louer chords Cthose on the right side of the colon) repre-
sent the original progression. By themselves, that is without
the three melodic lines, the minor-polychords do not sound very
dissonant. To the jazz-oriented ear, they are nothing more
than ordinary minor-ninth chords. The addition of the melodic
lines, however, disturbs Any type of contentment felt in the
polychords. fit this point the theme may be recognized in the
dual capacity of a canon and a passacaglia. This latter idea
obviously incorporates many twentieth- century advances into
the traditional definition of a Baroque passacaglia. Overall,
the concept of a passacaglia calls for a continuous melodic
idea <usually in the bass), over which numerous variations and
melodic fragments may be heard simultaneously. Although con-
stant modulation of the theme/passacagl ia in not a priority,
this revised compositional technique is present in all four
symphonies discussed in this study.
The three melodies heard at this point < mm. 32-42) remain
< 8B)
exclusive of each other. Pi comparison o-f pitches reveals that
only one pitch, the e-natural at the end of measure 36 <Flute
and Violin I), is the only pitch to be simultaneously doubled
within a single measure. (Example V-9.) Even the tuo counter-
melodies shoy very feu pitch similarities within a given
measure. On the other hand, clashes o-f M£s or mSs (disregard-
ing octave placements) are abundant. Melodic independence
such as this is a natural occurrence in Schuman 's music. It
gives the symphonies an added dimension o-f complexity and tex-
tural thicKness when needed.
EXAMPLE V-9: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 33-42:
<THE TOP LlrC IS THE CANON I C -THEME
,
THE OTHER TUO LINES ARE COUNTERMELOD IES
)
*"£<£*** J*e*.*#(J*U.J#J
(Example V-9 continued on p. 82.)
(EXAMPLE V-9: Con't.)
-i---t- fy
CO 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission 0-f The Publisher
The -four-part texture < three melodies and accompaniment)
during this B-section, is as thick as the music becomes. The
fourth entrance of the canon ( meas . 13-52) shows a drastic
reduction in overall sound, rhythmic complexity, and
instruments. ft solo Trumpet performs the canon starting u ith
an e-natural —a half-step higher in pitch than the last canon
statement. The solo Flute plays a very ornamented countermeldy
which has little relationship to previous countermelod ies , and
the strings <
u
ithout String bass) play a chordal progression
uith half-note values. Despite these clear reductions in
complexity, the chord progression that played such an innocent
role in the previous canon statements now becomes a very dense
and dissonant variation in itself. The expected minor triads,
with their half-step ascendency, may be found in the Cello and
Violin I-b.ElSI ftt first glance (Example V-18) there would
appear to be four separate dyads--m3 dyads on the bottom, and
M3 dyads on the top voices--thus maintaing the inverted
overtone series expected in Schuman 's harmony. ft closer
inspection reveals that two complete chord entities exist. The
roots of these tuo chords are also a P5 apart. The chords are
< 82)
EXAMPLE V-10: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 43-46
J=e«. <f«
<C> 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
created as follows: The Violin I dyads are added to the Violas
to form Mm7 chords (in first inversion), and the second chords
(representing the louer voice in this polychord arrangement)
are created by combining the Violin II dyads uith the Cellos,
thereby creating half-d7 chords. This arrangement is consis-
tent except in a feu places. Even though the roots of both
chords may be a P5 apart, numerous M2s and mEs (excluding oc-
taves) are evident. For example, in the first chord of measure
43, five m2s ( f# |g , f If*, d k ld, cld to , and a lb k ) , and four MSs
(b Ic , eld, f |g, and g|a) are present. Note that the original
minor-chord progression is preserved in the diminished chords.
POLYCHORD |=INANLYSIS OF EXAMPLE V-10
-43-T '"
06-5:g°7, E"6-5:g* 7, FS-5:a#°7




G6-5ic°7, l=|b 6-5:c#D 7
e°6-5:B6-5, f°6-5:C6-5, D6-5:g°7
46
DS-Sia ?, 0^6-5, f* 7, D*B-5,/"7
The overall result of these polychords is a chord cluster which
spans an octave. It becomes apparent that such clusters in
Schuman 's music are devised by purposely isolating speci-fic
chords or dyads uithin the orchestration.
The last statement of the canon (rising another half-step
to f) is presented by the strings in unison (without String
bass). Muted low brass and Horns continue to perform minor
chords, but other alterations are made. For one, the original
minor-chord progression is not preserved. The roots of the
chords are now a P4 apart, and the biting dissonance seen in
the previous canon statement has been softened by the wider
part-writing in the brass. In reality, a half-d7 chord is
still observable by combining the Trombone III part with the
Horns. This process then purifies the minor chords which exist
in the other low brass instruments. Even by doing this, it
becomes apparent that the original minor-chord progression is
finally withdraun. The resonance obtained by these polychords
is solid even though dynamic levels are quite conservative
until the end of the canon statement. The vertical arrangement
of the polychords remains consistent through most of this
27-measure section. The polychords are supported underneath by
< 84 >
a P5 <Tuba and Trombone III), uhile the middle -five voices are
grouped uithin a d5. Horns I/I I double the Tuba pitch two
octaves higher. Although some voice adjustments are made as
the section concludes, the sound remains very rich in depth,
and is never heavy or muddled. Some degree of similarity may
be recognized between the melodic contour of the canon -theme
and the contour of these polychords. (EXAMPLE V-ll.) Since
the similartity does not continue after the first five pitches,
it may be concluded that no long-lasting melodic reference uas
intended
.








1 00- 1 08
NOTE THE RETROGRADE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE END OF THE TUBA LINE
AND THE BEGINNING OF THE CELLO LINE. ALSO NOTE THE CONTOUR OF THE
CELLO LINE (2ND SET) AND THE CONTOUR Or THE TUBA LINE (4TB SET) , AS
WELL AS THE FOURTH SETS IN BOTH OF THESE BOTTOM LINES. AN OBVIOUS
TRANSFERENCE OF IDEAS EXISTS BETWEEN THE LATTER TWO SECTIONS.
The most striKing change, however, in this canon statement, is
not the absence of the minor-chord progression, but the rhyth-
mically augmented version of the canon theme itself. This
alone accounts for the added length of the section, uh ich is
tuo measures shorter than the last three statements combined.
In a sense, the canon has nou progressed through three stages.
The initial stage sau the canon uorK ing primarily as a theme.
< 85 >
The length of this theme (nine measures), and the subsequent
duration between statements, trans-forms the theme into a
passacagl ia-1 iKe design for its second stage. The third stage
leaves the theme rhythmically bare, as if to qualify the canon-
theme as a cantus f irmus .
This last canon statement is quintessential Schuman part-
uriting. One of Schuman 's primary techniques (one that is
especially noted in the development sections of his sonata
forms) is to group the instruments by their family sections,
and then give each one a separate stratum ranging from inert
calmness to animated excitement. In the case of this canon
statement, the tempo is quicKened for the first time since the
theme uas stated, and the meter is changed from 3/S to 4/4.
The strings, uh ich play the canon-theme, are very sustained and
almost motionless. In contrast, the brass Are more active in
their articulations of the chordal accompaniment, and the
woodwinds dart around 1 iKe squiggly worms behind closed
eyelids. The woodwind's lively stratum, occupying the upper
tessitura of the score, is completely harmonized in M3s . As
the section draws to a close, more rhythmic action is apparent
in all strata (Example V-1E, p. 87). This, too, is a common
occurrence in Schuman's music. Dynamics also become important
as a means of pushing the music to a cadence of the B-section.
The fl-section returns just as the triple forte is severed;
however, no exact repetition from the first A-section will be
(86)
EXAMPLE V-1E: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 78-80
CO 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
found at this point. In fact, the tuo sections are opposite
each other in terms of dynamics and orchestral pouer . The
melodic material, uith its characteristic descending glissan-
dos <see Example V-6), has been redestr ibuted to the Trombones
and Cellos. (The Trombones intersperse the melody among them-
( 875
selves, and do net perform -the glissandos.) The repeated
fl-section does retain the same overall harmonic movement of the
first ft-section < DMm to a 12-pitch chord supported by an fl b in
the lowest voice). In measure 98, a percussive quarter-note
chord, up a half-step from the 12-pitch chord, overlaps the
final fl-sect ion u ith one last statement of the canon-theme.
The canon statement (measures 98-108? does not continue the
pitch ascension as seen in the earlier B-section. It begins
< as did the very first statement) on c#, but the contour of the
minor-chord accompaniment is revised. < See Example V-ll for
comparison of root movement. Some retrograde motion is notice-
able between the last tyo lines, but again, it is difficult to
ascertain with any degree of accuracy, uhether this is an in-
tentional recognition of musical material.) The only true
overlap among these chord progressions has been the incessant
use of minor chords.
The restatement of the canon theme at this point raises
a serious obstacle uithin the structure of this second move-
ment. It uould be easy to label this return as another
B-section, but the lacK of canonic repetition and the relative
brevity of the section in general does not necessarily uarrant
a B-section designation. Consequently, uith the following re-
turn of the A-section material, another five-part rondo could
be somewhat justified.
Perhaps a better explanation uould be to consider this
<88)
last section, starting with the abbreviated B-section, as a
coda--structured completely on the reverse order o-f material
from both the A- and 8-sections. Such an analysis would prove
legitimate in that one last statement o-f the material is deemed
important, and more prominence o-f a coda-section in the overall
structure could be recognized. Since the last two sections are
quite short in relation to their previous statements, the
designation o-f a coda seems the most obvious. A reversal o-f
the material also sets the 12-pitch chord in a salient position
to act as a springboard for harmonic release. The thicKness of
this chord cluster, diminishing from forte to piano, is immedi-
ately displaced by a p ian iss iss imo unison passage performed by
Flutes, Clarinets, and strings (without String bass), (Example
V-13, p. 90). Although the four pitches in this unison passage
could be arranged into M3 dyads ( b |e*> , and f la),—a change from
the second movement's prevalent m3s—the melodic emphasis is on
the tuo d5s (blf, and e b la).
The possibility of the M3 dyads, however , is carried over
into the final cadence of the movement which consists of an
E -major chord. Throughout the entire second movement minor
chords have prevailed, but the sounding of a major triad at the
end
—
unobstructed by any chromatic dissonance— justifies the
designation of a Picardy third.
An analytical graph of tonal movement illustrates the
importance of M2 or me relationships. It is interesting to
(83)
EXAMPLE V-13: Tenth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 117-1H1
<C> 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
note -the descending half-step relationships of the minor chords
uithin a given canon statement. This is then followed by an
ascending M2 betueen the sections which in turn yields the
overall ascending m2 betueen the beginning chords of each canon
statement. This pattern continues until the rhythmically
augmented canon. At that point the minor chords do not follow
the expected progression, plus the first and last chords of
the augmented-canon statement ascend a half-step <rather than
descend as noted previously). However, the change still main-
tains a M2 relationship with the following section. Schuman
has effectively coupled rhythm and harmony to secure a starK
contrast in this augmentend-canon statement. Also note < in the
graph on p. 31) that the overall tonal movement from beginning
(30)
to end has shifted up a half-step, there-fore rein-forcing the
importance o-f that specific interval.
TENTH SYMPHONY: MOVEMENT II
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So far it has been pointed out that tonality, or an allu-
C31>
sion thereto, does play some role in the organization of rondo
forms. In the two movements discussed above, emphasis uas
placed on the episodes, and some aspect of variation or
development uas present in all sections. Structural indicators
such as cadences, tempos, dynamics, and timbre are aluays
involved in one uay or another. Often times an overlapping
effect is utilized. In doing this, the structural ''seams''
are covered, making the transitions to succeeding sections
smoother and less conspicuous.! 16]
The use of variation technique is apparent in the first
movement of the Eighth Symphony. Again, a certain amount of
unconformity is added to diminish any sense of expectancy, and
to provide enough compositional room to expand Schuman's
musical ideas.
The first movement of the Eighth Symphony is based on tuo
ideas, one being a flowing melodic line, the second being an
incisive interval 1 ic motive derived from within the melodic
line. The variations of the first idea are very tangible,
whereas the second idea is treated more abstractly, and does
not occur until the second-half of the movement.
The movement opens with a darK -sound ing Dhtn chord. Addi-
tions of the pitches 6 (meas. 4), Ek (meas. 6), and finally B b
(meas. 8 in the solo horn entrance), clearly show Schuman's
predilection for combining chords a m2 apart. By combining
these two chords ( Dr*i and Eb-major), a common tone ( f* or g^ >
( 32)
exists, thus creating two superimposed Mm chords: E Mm:DMm (or
more appropriately, poly-Mm chords). The D-natural , which
serves as the appointed root of this polychord, is firmly ad-
hered to through the first El measures. The limited upper
range ( a-natural being the highest pitch), carefully sculptured
dynamics, subtle rhythmic movement, and the use of lower or
middle instrument registers, all interact to preserve the darK
,
brooding atmosphere of the movement. C Th is opening section uas
discussed earlier in Chapter IV, pp. 44-46.)
The Horn entrance at measure eight does not duplicate any
pitches from the accompanying polychord. The solo concentrates
on two pitches for the first 17 measures of its existence.
These two pitches create the interval of a m3 , which in turn
becomes a very Important interval throughout the rest of the
symphony. The languid alternation of the m3 pitches, and the
accompanying E Mm:DMm polychord serve as the introduction of
this movement. Real melodic action (Example V-14) is felt uith
the anacrusis into measure £5 by the solo Horn. It is at this
point that the long melody first appears.
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< 93)
The melody's wide intervallic leaps are typical of
Schuman 's melodic style. fin ascending mia <m3) acts as the
melodic h ighpo int in measures 35-36. The approach to this
highpoint Cmm. 33-34>, plus the highpoint itself < cul minat ing
on the d5) represents the embryo -from which the interval] ic
cell is derived. The specific contour, uith its vacillation
betueen higher and lower pitches, is incorporated uith the M7
and d5 intervals to form the cell. The cell uill be pointed
out as it appears in the movement.
The accompaniment during the Horn solo is reduced to
strings only. It features Mm chords in root position—
a
position that is quite unusual in Schuman's harmonic scoring.
Most of the time, either the major- or minor-third (usually the
m3) appears as the louest voice for such chords. These
changes, i.e., the reduction in scoring, and the root position
Mm chords, bring welcome relief from the dense harmonic texture
of the introduction, and leave an unobstructed path open for
the initial statement of the melody. Care is taKen to blur the
perforations caused by rhythmic pauses in both the melodic line
and its accompaniment. By filling in the ' "gaps'", Schuman
maintains a constant flow in his music. Harmonically, the
accompaniment begins on FMm and concludes 13 measures later on
a return of the polychord r'MmiDMm in measures 43-45. An Oboe
solo, beginning on c*l, emerges from this polychord, and
proceeds to perform a variation of the Horn melody. Very feu
< 34)
d i-f ferences exist between the Horn melody and Oboe variation
(Example V-15). Primary adjustments are -found in octave place-
ments, smoother ryhthmic movement, and in the accompaniment.
The interval lie cell enjoys more attention in measures 54-58,
but its definition remains vague at this point.
EXAMPLE V-15: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 45-63
totJ:M«>
'tm&mmjmm^ss^
<C) 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
A brass quintet consisting of three Trumpets and tuo Trom-
bones is employed for the accompaniment during the Oboe solo.
The conventional manner of placing the m3 in the lowest voice
is evident in these Mm chords. The accompaniment, which begins
on a DMm chord, drops out just as the Oboe solo ascends to its
mia. Since the accompaniment is abandoned before the end of
the variation, an accurate assessment of its harmonic movement
is not possible. The Violins overlap the Oboe's final pitch
< fTl > , thus beginning the next variation.
The second variation (ran. 63-80) presents the previously
mentioned polychord in reverse order CDMmiE^Mm) along with a
return of the harps and piano. This group alternates poly-
chordal articulations with a brass group consisting of Horns,
Trombones, and Tuba. Schuman continues his preference of Keep-
< 95)
ing a minor chord belou a major chord during
-this section. The
second variation shows more diversity in its harmonic accom-
paniment, but the melody continues to hold a close relationship
to the theme. Played by unison Violins, the theme's note-
values are lengthened. The evened articulation sought in this
Violin variation juxtaposes nicely with the more rhythmically
active two-part accompaniment. If done correctly, the tuo
alternating groups uh ich create the accompaniment should
produce a nebulous tete a tete .
Noticeably absent from this variation are the elements
uhich maKe up the embryo of the intervallic cell —especially
the ascending mlQ. In both the theme and first variation,
these elements were purposely denuded within the texture. As
will be pointed out, this absence is not without a purpose.
Before the second variation ends, the Harps and Piano drop
out leaving only the brass group and added string enforcements
to conclude the section. The final chord of the second
variation Cmeas. SS) consits of a c:DM7 polychord. A strong
relationship may be noted between this polychord, and the al-
ready documented EbMm:DMm polychord. More importantly is the
realization that the D-natural has returned to the lowest
voice, whereas at the beginning of the second variation, the E^
occupied the lower position.
The third variation Cmrn. 83-92) is one of the more diffi-
cult sections to analyze for its harmonic relationships. De-
OS)
spite this, the section may be broken doun into three distinct
ideas •
1. Although the harmonic accompaniment is present
for only the first half of the third variation,
its intensity is far removed from the simpler
polychord arrangements seen in the previous
variations. It consists of f ul 1 -d imin ished
chords in the louer string parts, along u ith
a series of minor chords (most noticeable in
the Viola section). Other pitches unrelated
to both the diminished and minor chords are
supplied by the woodwinds. As to be expected,
the acute dissonance in this section is enhanced
by several simultaneous m2s
.
2. The two Violin sections supply a counterme 1 ody
harmonized in m3s . Its short rhythmic -values
adds balance to the longer-note values in the
accompaniment and theme. Although some thematic
transference may be recognized, the counter-
melody maKes frequent uses of the d5 and m3,
and many references are made to the contour of
the cell itself.
3. The thematic variation is firs
solo Trumpet. A second Trumpe
end of measure 89 to form anot
zation. The point at which th
exposes the ascending d5s whic
before the melodic cell is act
All rhythmic stress placed on
finally yields to a strong ass
cell (Example V-16). Even mor
is accorded to the cell as all
play two sets of m£s , bringing
conclusion to the third variat
t performed by a





the d5 and M7






EXAMPLE V-16: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 89-93
-mm
<C> 1964 Merion Music, Inc.
Used 8y Permission Of The Publisher
The next variation (mm. 93-105> features the massive sound
of the entire orchestra. Each instrument section has its oun
stratum supported by incessant minor chords in the accompani-
ment, and an augmented melody which loosely refers to the
theme. The uooduinds continue the short rhythms initiated by
the strings in the previous variation. On accelerando indica-
tion, and the use of triple-fortes in all sections forces the
first-half of the fourth variation to rupture into a neu form
of the melodic cell as seen in measure 100 (Example V-17>.
Schuman repeats the cell <nou altered through the expansion of
some intervals, and the addition of other pitches) four times
uith varying rhythmic displacements. This use of motivic-
rhythmic displacement is common in Schuman 's music. C 171 Such
treatment, which usually entails shorter rhythmic values uith
each melodic segment, effectively brings and individual sec-
tion to a solid conclusion.
EXAMPLE V-17: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 100-105
<C> 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The climaxing effect of the cell is used to fully punctuate
the end of the fourth variation. Measure 105 closes the vari-
ation uith d5s at four different pitch levels < c -f#-, fl-b.
(38)
g°l-cl, and b'l-el).
The -following variations become more abstract, often times
losing complete contact with the theme. Use of the interval 1 ic
cell, as uell as other prominent intervals (namely the M6 and
M7), are frequently found in parts which have melodic interest.
One instance of this is the Trumpet solo < later Trumpet duet
and quartet) in Example V-18.
EXAMPLE V-18: Eighth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 111-116.
<C> 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
As may be noted, some intervals have expanded, but emphasis is
still placed on the overall contour of the cell, therefore
making it quite obvious to the eye and ear.
There is a gradual reduction in texture beginning with the
fifth variation. The three distinct lines that fought their
uay during the last two variations, are beginning to shou
imitative qualities, and as such, are finally funnelled into a
polychordal cadence. C 18 J
The last variation < mm. 123-155) is a tour de force in
apocalyptic summations. Forceful brass chords, as uell as the
Piercing sound of mSs btgins the first-half of the variation.
Incisive rhythms pitted against longer rhythms in the I ou brass
fill out the entire spectrum. Minor chords are nou eliminated,
(33)
obliging the low brass with refreshing major chords. fit the
conclusion of the first-half of this variation, the full inten-
tion of the theme and its interval 1 ic cell are finally
recognized. fts the variations progressed in this movement (be-
ginning especially with the third variation), emphasis uas
continuously placed on the cell. In the sixth variation, the
cell emerges as a section by itself--or at least pervades the
last half of the entire variation. The cell is repeated three
times between measures 148-146, only to diffuse Into a 12-pitch
brass chord. Together with the Timpani pounding out cell-
related intervals, and a decrescendo from triple-forte to
pianissimo, the variation process is completed.
f=l return of the introduction at measure 155 serves as a
coda. One final discourse of the Timpani, coupled with a
10-Pitch brass chord concludes the first movement altogether.
This movement is best broKen doun into two large sections.
The first section Cmm. 1-82) uses the theme in a way that is
still very recognizable. The harmonic accompaniment remains
unobtrusive < at least by Schuman standards), the rhythmic move-
ment is subdued, and the texture remains very basic. Beginning
with the third variation a second large section (mm. 83-161)
emerges. While at first a strong reference to the theme is
initiated, more emphasis is put on harmonic instability
(especially by pitting m2s against each other). Also, Schuman
applies more importance to the interval 1 ic cell drawn from the
theme itself, and overall references to the theme become more
abstract
.
The importance of the m3 is very evident throughout the
movement as well. Such places include the 12-p itch chord
(mm. 143-155) uhich is made-up primarily of stacKed m3s , the
mis melodic highpoints in the theme, the predominant m3rd
harmonization seen in the Violin countermelody (mm. 83-3S) and
the uooduind countermelody (mm. 33-39), and the use of parallel
minor chords in the accompaniments through much of the entire
movement. Finally, a m3 emphasis may be noted in the d5 uhich
consists of two superimposed m3s
.
The variation form allows Schuman an unusual amount of
musical freedom. This movement in particular shous his Keen
sensibility in combining several intellectually-conceived
elements into a cohesive uhole.
The following graph illustrates structural and harmonic
analysis of the first movement. Note in particular the fre-
quent appearance of m2s and m3s between the different sections.
EIGHTH SYMPHONY: MOVEMENT I
ANALYSIS OF FORM AND HARMONY
SECTION I
MEASURES: 1 -S4 24-40
DIVISION: Introduction Theme (Horn)




Continued On Next Page
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MEASURES: 44-63 63-S0
DIVISION: Variation I (Oboe) Variation II (Violins)






DIVISION: Variation III < Trun*>et >
HARMONY: b" :d"°7 E h :EMm<m. 89)
i3Mii*i3i3]iii!333iiiilM3Sii;iiiii|i3ii;iiii]3]3tig3i
MEASURES: 33-105
DIVISION: Variation IV (Strings)
HARMONY: FID^b B^ID^e ( m. 100) c#:d
MIltSMI***SmaiMMHiillUMIlIlllilIIMMIItllIMll
MEASURES: 106-123 124-155
DIVISION: Variation V Variation VI
HARMONY: d:*# b:g D IF*:^ --E:Ek ( m. 140)--12p-chord*
CODA
MEASURES: 155-161
DIVISION: Return O-f Intro Material
HARMONY: DMm 10p -chord */D




The continuance of in-depth analysis -for each movement in
Sc human 's symphonies would lie beyond the scope o-f this
project. All evidence presented thus far illustrates Schuman's
ties to traditional techniques, although they are approached
uith tuent ieth-century developments in harmony, melody, and
rhythm. The timely progression of music can only be measured
by its ability to change through the years. Little doubt may
be left to future generations as to the success these four
symphonies have had in fulfilling this tasK.
This chapter will present the remaining eight movements
< including the one-movement Ninth Symphony) which have not been
discussed previously. A more generalized approach to analysis
uill be employed. As such, little emphasis Hill be placed on
harmonic schemes, except uhen necessary. Also, more historical
data uill be provided for each symphony.
THE SEVENTH SYMPHONY
The Seventh Symphony, as noted earlier in Chapter II, may
have been tax ing shape mentally as early as 1354, putting to
rest a seven-year leave of absence from the genre. This uas
also the year C1354) that The Serge Koussev itzKy Music Founda-
tion, and The Boston Symphony Orchestra (BSO> commissioned
Schuman to write a 25-minute uorK. The Seventh Symphony is
< 103)
dedicated
-to the memory of Serge and Natalie Koussev itsKy .
Completed at Neu Rochelle, Neu YorK on 9 May 1360, the uorK
received its premiere on 21 October I960 uith Charles Munch
conducting the BSO.
Since the first movement uas analyzed in Chapter V, the
•final three movements of the symphony uill noy be discussed.
MOVEMENT II
The second movement opens uith the motto theme (see
Example V-£, p. 67), strongly attacKed by Trumpets and Trom-
bones. Nearly every harmonic and melodic aspect of the second
movement is derived from this three-note motive. The motto it-
self enjoys wider attention in various melodic forms including
original, retrograde, inversion, and intervallic rearrangement,
as uell as various harmonic configurations such as vertical iza-
tion, and chords based on specific intervals (usually P5s . >
Structurally, the second movement should be divided into
three primary sections. Section I (mm. 1-53) is marKedly based
on the motto theme. Section II (mm. 54-86) is largely develop-
mental, and exhibits a tendency towards descending m3s in its
melodic material. The final section (mm. 87-104) exists as a
coda which brings bacK the familiar motto theme.
Section I is quite distinct in its harmonic approach.
Schuman gradually adds pitches to the harmony with each
statement of the motto theme. fit first only a unison D b , F, c
( 104)
motto is heard.Cl] This is followed by a motto which overlaps
the C to form a C, E, B motto in the sixth measure. Simulta-
neous mottos do not occur until measure 16 uhen the motto theme
is performed at three different pitch levels. This additive-
Pitch process is illustrated in the following chart. rill
pitches listed in the chart refer only to the first pitch of
each motto
.
ANALYSIS OF ADDITIVE-PITCH PROCESS
MEASURES: 1 5 6 15 16 30 31 3:
PITCH LEVEL: D 1" D^C Db ,C,r> C,E,B,D#
MEASURES: 33 38** 39 4
PITCH LEVEL: O b,D,E* ,F#,F D b,D,F,8,«*,ft
MEASURES: 45 - 50 51 52 58
PITCH LEVEL: B,D*>,F,D, B,Db ,D,F, B,D,F,D a ,fl
g^Kb 1*1 G,B*,fifi,C e,B k ,C,E i
* Measures 31-33 are a sustained chord structure. Prior to
this the longest-held chord Cmeas. 14) consisted of only
tuo pitches. The chord at 31 represents the first time
that more than three pitches are heard simultaneously.
Note the presence of a motto theme CC,E,B) which appears as
a vertical form in the sustained chord itself.
** Although the pitches for this grouping are interspersed
among the orchestra, they are not difficult to find.
Significantly this is the exact middle of the additive
process, at least in terms of the number of pitches. As
such, the pitches do not apptar as simultaneous statements
of the motto. Db—(Trombone) end of meas . 33; D--(Cello)
in meas. 34; E°--< Bassoons in retrograde) meas. 35;
F*F
—(Xylophone in retrograde) meas. 36; and F—(Horn I)
meas. 37.
Section II does not see an immediate reduction in harmonic
structure—nine pitches are present. Also, only the ascending
M3 of the motto theme is acknowledged
-for melodic movement.
The initial four measures of Section II see a dramatic
crescendo from pianissimo to a triple-forte, nine-pitch chord
in measure 58. fln immediate unison folloys this with the brass
Playing the ascending motto theme. This unison announcement
begins Section II 's own additive-pitch process in measure 60.
Unl iKe the additive process of Section I, Section II does not
emphasize the motto yith each addition. The additions are made
through descending intervals consisting of m2s and m3s . The
process culminates four measures later (63) on an 11-pitch
chord, omitting the G*<ft*) from the chord. The syncopated
rhythm effectively adds the 11 pitches in this order: F.E^D,
B,fl,G,F&, E,c£,B#,fl*.[2J The only Pitch left out is the G#,
and it is used as the start of a.n ascending riff that presents
the last six descending pitches in retrograde < G^,i=r ,B*,C^,E,
F ,6.) <See Example VI-1, p. 107.) The ascending riff becomes
an important motive throughout the rest of Section II, remain-
ing intact by rhythm and pitch content. It is also frequently
harmonized by a favorite interval of Schuman's, the louer m3.
In measures 70-8S (still Section II), the m3 interval is used
extensively for the ascending riff.
The intervals of the motto theme <M3, P5, and M7>, as uell
as their inversions < m6 , P4 , m2>, are used in the louer strings
( IBS)
EXAMPLE VI-l: Seventh Symphony, Movement II, mm. 60-64
<C> 136S Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
and uooduinds to -form an ost inato until measure 84. The -first
three pitches of this ostinato figure alternate between de-
scending m3s CD 1^^; E-C*; G-E) in a dance-liKe triple meter
rhythm. The alternating m3s of the ostinato form the
foundation over which cont iuous statements of the ascending
riff are performed. Persistent motion builds with the aid of a
crescendo which crests to a triple-forte in measure 34. The
ascending riff is then rhythmically augmented < meas . 85) in the
higher tessituras, while the descending add it ive -p itch process
is heard once again in the lower tessituras. This mass of
sound culminates on an homorhythmic nine-pitch cadence in mea-
sure 86, thus signifying the end of Section II.
The motto theme is brought bacK in the coda for a series
of successive ascending pyramids that are orchestrated as such.
Beginning in the lower voices, the motto theme's pitches are
added at varying rhythmic points. The last pyramid ( mm. 35-33)
uses overlapping mottos beginning with Dk :
|0*>, F,'cj e,| b] Pgjfl$ P, f> '
The power o-f this ful 1 -orchestral cadence is immediately dis-
placed by a Bass clarinet solo in measure 33. The solo plays
two versions of the motto. The first (actual pitches: C, D 1" 1
,
Fl> shows a rearrangement of the intervals. The Fl is then
used to overlap into the next motto (Fl, HI, E). The second
movement concludes with an Oboe solo overlapping the Bass








Schuman 's ability to affix an introspective quality to a
symphonic movement is quite apparent in the third movement.
Ui-itten for strings only and marked Cantabile intensamente
(J=ca. SB), the orchestra is instructed to proceed ''thought-
fully, deliberately, express ive ly .' I 3 1 The nota bene placed
at the bottom of page 50 (in the study score) indicates that
Violins 1 possess the primary melodic line, and are further
instructed to always come out ''Singing and Clear. ' 't41
( IBS)
The third movement consists of a theme, a set of four
variations, and a coda. Each variation becomes progressively
more abstract, uith particular attention paid to a rhythmic
cell uh ich undergoes various pitch expansions. Emphasis is
placed on independent lines based in part on free and imitative
counterpoint. As many as four separate strata may be recog-
nized at a given time in the movement. The norm, houever, is
usually three strata. Very feu homorhythmic sections appear,
but uhen they do, an effective delineation in the form is
created
.
The theme (Example VI-2) is unusually conjunct and gentle
for Schuman's melodic writing. The rhythmic cell mentioned
above occurs in the last measure of the theme. In reality, the
cell consists of a set of sixteenth-notes which combine the
inner-four pitches of the last measure. The cell is apparent
throughout the movement as a pair of repeated pitches flanKed
on either side by different pitches. In this case, the inner-
four pitches are b b , c*1 , c^ , b^> < actual pitches.)
EXAMPLE VI-2: Seventh Symphony, Movement III, mm. 1-11
rs-i,*l.«y. w,iMi«rrr <.*>.*,.**
CO 1962 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
C 109)
The cell enjoys a utide variety of melodic treatments such
as retrograde and pitch expansion, as well as a combination of
the tuo. Its independence conveniently allous imitative
treatment between the separate stratum. Furthermore, the over-
all conjunct feature of the theme itself encounters intervallic
expansion through the initial three variations.
It is also very important to maintain some reference to
the motto theme expounded upon earlier in the first and second
movements. Specific attention is accorded to the intervals of
the motto theme, along u ith their invers ional counterparts.
The motto intervals < see p. 106) are predominant throughout the
third movement in both melody and harmony. Many examples of
these six intervals are seen in the theme itself where less
than one-third of the intervals are not the specified motto
intervals. Even the opening chord C B^ , C, F) is a second-
inversion of a quartal chord (the P4 being one of the motto
intervals .
)
The third movement opens with four independent lines, uith
primary melodic emphasis going to the first Violin section.
Harmonic rhythm is quite slou and deliberate. Except for some
brief sections of rhythmic-sameness (mostly in the lower tuo
parts), rhythms are diverse in each part. The theme closes
uith all four parts playing homorhythmical ly
.
Variation I < mm. 15-32) begins uith increased dynamics,
and a division of most string parts. A closer inspection of
< 1 18)
this divisi shous that each o-f the three independent lines is
doubled. This technique clarifies the tuo melodic lines, as
well as the harmonic accompaniment.
Upper melodic line: Violin I/Viola I
Lower melodic line: Violin II-a/Cello I
Accompaniment: Violin II-b/Viola II/Cello I I/Str ing bass
Beginning in measure IS, Violins Il-b, Viola II, Cello II,
and String bass are combined to form a series of parallel
chords. Initially these are major chords, but they soon change
to minor chords in the next measure, and remain minor until the
third variation. (This parallel minor-chord procedure is simi-
lar to that employed in the second movement of the Tenth Sym-
phony.} The melodic cell figures prominently in Variation I,
starting in measure 18. Imitation, rhythmic changes, and in-
terval 1 ic expansions of the cell are evident in measures 55-38.
Variation II < mm. 33-39) is perhaps the most abstract
variation of the third movement. Beginning uith the initial
four pitches of the theme (transposed up a M6 in the first
Violin), the variation immediately assumes a metamorphic
relationship to the previous variation. fl conspicuous lacK of
repeated pitches in the minor-chord accompaniment, as uell as a
more disjunct melodic line, help generate more harmonic-rhythm
movement
.
Variation III (mm. 41-48) presents the material from mea-
sures 16-24 (of Variation I) in a rhythmically altered manner.
By far. Variation III is the most approachable since its
material is readily recognized. As in the previous variation,
repeated pitches in the accompaniment are almost non-existent.
There is also a noticeable change to major chords in the
accompaniment at the beginning of Variation III. The breaK
from complete repetition of Variation I begins yith a series of
repeated notes in the accompaniment. This leads to a decisive
homorhythmic section (mm. 47-48) uhich is based on an extreme
use of disjunct motion (Example VI-3). The approach to this
homorhythmic motion is one of compactness. Gradually, the
upper tuo lines begin to share rhythms, uhich in turn, reduces
the texture from three to tuo voices, and finally into a single
rhythmic statement. This type of reduction (as noted before),
is very prominent in Schuman 's symphonies, especially at the
conclusion of a section.
EXAMPLE VI-3: Seventh Symphony, Movement III, mm. 46-48
u£mm-m0^%tk>tfsgm^
Migjgs£&£$!£St,
(C) 1362 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
( 1 12)
f\ six measure interlude (meas. 43-54) separates the third
and -fourth variations. Measures 49-52 of the interlude are
directly related to measures 13-15 o-f the theme. This repeti-
tion is -followed by the only clear statement of the motto theme
in the third movement (Example VI-4, second measure). Its
announcement, harmonized in M3s , acts as a type of harmonic
release from the passionate dissonance of previous variations.
EXAMPLE VI-4: Seventh Symphony, Movement III, mm. 52-54
(C> 196S Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The fourth and final variation (mm. 55-66) begins uith an
octave displacement of the theme, enhanced by further complica-
tions of texture and harmony. The theme's plaintive quality is
intensified as Variation IV culminates on a triple-forte in
measure 61. Other remembrances of the cell are heard in the
waning measures of this variation.
Schuman's coda to the third movement is without equal in
his other symphonies. Initiated by an immediate ascending M3
(actual pitches: f-a in meas. 67), the a-natural is sustained
uhile the loner strings add a 02. With the staggered entrance
of each enstrument section, continuous M7s are superimposed un-
( 113)
til a five-Pitch chord is created: (actual pitches)—C2, Bl,
B
•
a, g*l. A comparison of these five pitches to those found
in the first measure of this movement, reveals that the coda is
nothing more than a rhythmic augmentation of the same pitch
class. If based on pitch class, the third movement is a
concentric movement since it begins and ends with the same
Pitches. The intervallic openness of the coda's cadence
(Example VI-4), along u ith the morendo indication, creates a
very ethereal ending—one that borders on introspective empti-
ness, ftn attacca leads directly to the final movement of the
Seventh Symphony.




CO 1964 Mer ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
FOURTH MOVEMENT
The fourth movement of the Seventh Symphony is marked
C 1 14)
Schei-zando brioso <J=ca. 144). As. mentioned before, forms used
in -the final movements, excluding the Ninth Symphony, are not
only difficult to discern, but are replete uith fantastic
developmental characterest ics , and provide, as Bruce Saylor
urote, an ''almost apocalyptic'' finishing stroKe to the entire
symphony .1 5 1
It is always easier, in these final movements, to breaK
them doun into various, and sometimes lengthy, parts, sections,
and subsections. The fourth movement of the Seventh Symphony
uses three diverse melodic ideas to help facilitate this
process. The awareness of these three melodic ideas is
significant since all are incorporated simultaneously later on
in the movement.
The first of these melodic ideas (designated as AA in the
analysis: Example V I -Sa , p. 116), is a short-note figure uh ich
has a conversat ional-1 iKe atmosphere. Its fundamental contour
is primarily based on ascending or descending three- and four-
Pitch motives uhich have irregular rhythmic placements. The
second melodic idea <BB: Example VI-6b, p. US) is also
rhythmically short, but it has many alternating pitches, a
narrouer pitch range, and a distinguishable ascending countour.
The final melodic idea < CC : Example VI-Sc, p. 117) is in the
style of a cantilena that easily flous in both duple or triple
meters
.
The fourth movement is very approachable if it is divided
< 1 15)
EXAMPLE VI-6a: Seventh Symphony, Movement IV, mm. 5-10
CO 1362 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission 0-f The Publisher
EXAMPLE Vl-Sb: Seventh Symphony, Movement IV, mm. £6-29
E£p®
<C) 1962 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission 0-f The Publisher
EXAMPLE VI-Sc: Seventh Symphony, Movement IV, mm. 107-111
<C) 1362 Mer ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission 0+ The Publisher
into three parts. Although Parts I and III are quite long,
further division into Sections and Subsections help illustrate
melodic-variation relationships. The following graph <p. 118)
serves as an analysis of this movement.





1. Melodic Emphasis: (AA) mm. 1-24.
A. Subsections (by measures): i=l-19; ii=20-24.*
a. Melodic Emphasis: (BB) mm. 25-35.
A. Subsections: i =24-42; ii=43-55; iii=56-63;
iv=64-71; v=72-81; vi=82-85.






Melodic Emphasis: (CC) at various points.
A. Subsections: i» 107-1 IS (CC); ii = 120-128 (BB');






1. Development Section-A: Melodic Emphasis: ( AA ) , ( BB ) ,
and (CC) mm. 144-153.
A. No subsections (CC) acting as a passacaglia.
2. Development Section-B: Melodic Emphasis: (AA), (BB),
and (CC) mm. 163-133.
A. No subsections (CC) acting as a passacaglia.
3. Coda: Melodic Emphasis: (BB) mm. 193-235.




* Small Roman Numerals do not infer or re-flect melodic
relationships. They are used only as a means of desig-
nating subsections. These subsections are clearly
articulated either by changes of timbre, or through the
combination o-f t imbral changes and melodic alterations.
The cantilena which flows through the development section
is a common trait for Sc human. Its presence, not unliKe the
( US)
Norn's Thread of Fate in Wagner's Giitterdammerung
, must hold
the development section together, or risK falling apart at the
seams. The cantilenas fulfill the role of passacagl ias , thus
allouing unlimited contrapuntal uorK to unfold above them.
Schuman's use of febrile rhythms during this contrapuntal
texture causes the cantilena to move indecisively betueen
irregular phrase lengths. In the fourth movement of the
Seventh Symphony, the cantilena is placed in the cellos
(Example VI-7). The rhythmic instability of <fifi> is present in
the string basses and uooduinds, as it uorKs in conversation
uith the upper strings. fit the same time, the upper strings
not only create rhythmic conversation, but have absorbed the
ascending-trait of (BB>. This latter melodic idea (BB), may
be seen in the upper uooduinds in measure 146 (although not
indicated in the example).
EXAMPLE VI-7: Seventh Symphony, Movement IV, mm. 144-148
5»^<wJ« trial* J=f«.*t* .
(C) 1360 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
( 1 13)
f)s usual, three-part texture is pervasive in "the development
sections. Section-B of the development sees a change in meter
(from 4/4 to 3/4), as uell as increased rhythmic activity, and
the continuance of three-part texture. This eventually leads
to a cadence of the development section in measure 194.
The lacK of any recapitulation is justified by the overin-
dulgence of all three melodic ideas during the development
section. Since the melodies are heard in their original forma-
tions, as uell as diverse contrapuntal and developmental
complexities, the listener does not require a literal (or in
Schuman's case, an illusive) recapitulation in order to be con-
vinced of the movements's ending. The continuous rhythmic
energy which leads into the coda discharges into tuo sets of
ascending pyramid polychords--breathl essly giving uay to a
decisive E -major cadence uh ich ends the Seventh Symphony
uithout hesitation.
EIGHTH SYMPHONY
Schuman's Eighth Symphony uas completed just a little over
tuo years after the Seventh Symphony, on 14 June 1362 in New
Rochelle, Neu YorK. The piece uas ' 'commiss ioned by the Neu
YorK Philharmonic in celebration of its opening season in the
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts , with Leonard
Bernstein conducting the premiere on 4 October 1362. £61 (On
1 January 1362, Schuman assumed his duties as president of the
Lincoln Center--a tasK met uith many problems, but equally met
uith neu ideas and successes uhich have had far-reaching
influences in the schools and concert halls of Amer ica. )C 7
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The Eighth Symphony is a very somber, almost tragic uorK .
Much of this feeling is generated by the tuo slou movements
that open the symphony. Over half of the symphony is dedicated
to this slouer tempo, but its gloominess is dispelled by a
finale that blurs past the listener uith resplendent forth-
rightness. Since the first movement was analyzed in Chapter V
(PP. 32-1BE3, the last tuo movement of the Eighth Symphony uill
be discussed here.
SECOND MOVEMENT
The second movement (Largo J=ca. 543 is another example of
Schuman's methodical, yet expressive writing. At first it
seems to be a set of variations, but in reality, it is a
convincing sonata form complete uith tuo themes. Instead of
the customary development section, the middle section combines
the use of variation (for Theme B> and development (for Theme
A3. There is also a continuance of variation in the recapitu-
lation. Keeping intact Schuman's disregard for literal
repet it ion.
fl chorale-liKe section initiates Theme A (Example VI-8).
Constant pitch changes on nearly every beat provides a steady
rhythmic motion in the slou tempo. The unusual timbre comb ina-
( 121
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lion (Violin I and Bassoon) on the melody, promotes a darK
atmosphere in the opening measures. The chorale gravitates
towards a unison B b <A*) in measure la, be-fore moving for-
ward. C83 In measures 14-32, uooduinds are added u ith the
strings
-for dynamic reinforcements. The strings then conclude
Theme ft.
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ft chorale designation of Theme ft is justified since it is sub-
divided into four short sections (excluding the interlude),
each subdivision analogous to the subdivisions of numerous
traditional chorales. < In this instance, the chorale uould be
considered a rounded bar—form since a stollen also recurs after
the abgesang ) While the length o-f this theme may seem quite
long, it is not unusual for Schuman's themes (especially the
first themes in a movement) to extend over several measures.
THEME ft: (CHORALE)




Both a' and b subdivisions share a steady crescendo that culmi-
nates on the repetition of u ide intervals. Subdivision b
extends this angularity over a longer period of time u ith the
use of increased rhythmic agitation (Example, VI-9).
EXAMPLE VI-9: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 21-28
(C) 1864 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The unison F that concludes Theme f\ in measure 42 then overlaps
uith the first pitch of Theme B.
The beautiful p itched -percuss ion accompaniment -for Theme B
uas previously discussed in Chapter IV < pp . 38-39). Theme B
itself is a long, flouing melody that moves unpretentiously in
and around the steady beat of the accompaniment (Example
VI-18). ftn Oboe countermelody joins the Violas in measure 53.
EXAMPLE VI-10: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 41-59
<C) 19S4 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Theme B is repeated a second time by the uooduinds in
measure 60, while the Violas assume an equally smooth counter-
melody. Mounting tension draus the exposition to a close as
the uide melodic contour < heard once before in Theme A, subdi-
visions a' and b) is brought bacK once again.
The ensuing variation/development section incorporates
abrasive rhythms, canonic treatment of Theme B, and exerts a
progressive metrical and rhythmical drive. Variation I < mm.
31-105) retains close contact uith Theme B, but the accompani-
ment is drastically changed. fit this point, the the tempo is
quicKened to <J-ca. 108). Theme B is brought out loud and
clear in the low brass and strings, uhile the upper brass
fire-out rapid machine gun-line spurts. Upper strings are
added in measure 88 u ith another variation of Theme B, thus
initiating a tuo-part canon betueen them and the lou brass/1 01.
strings (Example VI-18).
EXAMPLE VI-ll: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 88-32
EPP
tC) 1964 Mer ion Music, Inc.
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An accelerando at measure 105 pushes the tempo to J = 120, creat-
ing a surge that gushes into Subsection II of the variation/
development section. Subsection II is quite developmental,
uorKing primarily with the wide countours of Theme A (see
Example VI-1S).
EXAMPLE VI-12: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 106-114
(C) 1964 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Frequent metrical changes propel Subsection II into a series of
homorhythmic chords placed over a pedal CI in measures 117-125.
The last three measures of this Subsection then climax on tuo
ascending pyramid chord structures.
The final Subsection of the variation/development presents
a tasteful variation of Theme B. A metrical change to IS/8
gives the variation a touch of jubilance as it sKitters around
< 126>
Play-fully (Example VI-13). Circled pitches in the following
example indicate Theme B. Also note the predominance of m3
harmonization throughout the variation.
EXAMPLE VI-13: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 123-143
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After a seven-measure interlude (which still retains ties
to both themes), the recapitulation emerges at measure 151.
Theme A is recognized in the viola and bassoon parts. Octave
displacements are prominent as Theme A shifts to the higher
tessituras in measure 156. Although the harmonic accompaniment
has not changed (except for rhythm), the addition of a lively
rhythmic counterme lody brings neu life to Theme ft (Example
VI-14). This counter-melody first appears in the upper wood-
winds, and stays there until the transfer of Theme ft to the
higher tessituras is made. Then the countermelody moves to the
strings. Although some similarities to the brass machine-gun
rhythms mentioned earlier are displayed, this countermelody
differs in that it is not harmonized in polychords, nor does it
have the intense hammering effect of its predecessor. Instead,
the use of soft uooduind hues <Flute and Clarinet) for these
short rhythms creates a very dream-1 iKe atmosphere.
EXAMPLE VI-14: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 151-153
TEMPO I (J:ea.U>
1
<C) 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
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After the interlude in Theme A' is concluded, the short
rhythms become the center of attention, dividing themselves
< 128)
into a three-voice, free contrapuntal texture—somewhat remi-
niscent of BartoK (Example VI-15).
EXAMPLE VI-15: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 161-165
04=U£k.^iHjUt&g
CO 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
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fts may be seen in the above example. Subdivision a' of
Theme A
'
returns in measure 163 in the midst of this contrapun-
tal texture. fl strong contrasting subsection < mm. 163-177),
(which through its oun use of wide intervals, has obvious
relationships to Subdivision b), is heard at this time. The
final Subdivision of Theme IV (mm. 178-135) is very abstract;
however, definite relationships between the two subdivisions
may be observed. 1 3 J Theme B does not recieve any attention in
(123)
the recapitulation. Its use is sawed -for the coda.
At this point, Schuman does a very interesting thing: He
brings bacK the suashing sound of the first movement (see
Chapter IV, pp. 44-46 and Chapter V, pp. 33-33), thus securing
an unexpected connection betueen the first and second move-
ments. The surprised interruption does uell to prepare the
listener for one final statement of Theme ft < mm. 130-136). Ex-
cept for the rhythmic changes, this last statement is exactly
1 iKe measures 33-38, which uas the last subdivision of Theme ft
in the exposition. This last subdivision cleverly sets up
Theme B, thus rectifying its absence in the recapitulation
(Example VI-16). Theme B's statement is recognized in tightly
harmonized chords. The denseness created through this harmoni-
zation is lifted 1 iKe a burden, as all parts merge to an unison
ft-natural in measure 203.
EXAMPLE VI-16: Eighth Symphony, Movement II, mm. 137-201
» / T A , V ,Jk,..»l S^ A
(C) 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
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ft headstrong triple-forte beginning in measure 201 concludes
the second movement on an ominous EMm chord.
THIRD MOVEMENT
Of the 11 full movements that comprise Schuman 's last four sym-
phonies, the final movement of the Eighth Symphony is, without
any hesitation, one of the tuo most difficult puzzles to piece
together the other being the one-movement Ninth Symphony. Its
difficulty lies not in the recognition of material, but In the
distribution and uorKmansh ip of themes, sections, and
subsections. Over 33 individual subsections (many of uhich are
related either directly or by variation) must be organized in a
coherent manner, in order for a believable form to emerge.
This form, once it is analyzed, internalized, and rationalized,
is that of a complex sonata-form.
The third movement's tempo (Presto =ca. 144) directly
opposes the first tuo movements of the symphony. With the
half-note receiving the beat, much emphasis is placed on quick,
flighty rhythms and syncopation. In a true sense, this
movement is very conversational, and above all, it is very
oriented touards Schuman 's jazz influence. The fleeting motion
of rhythms, the jazz elements, and a recognizable refrain, lend
themselves to a possible composite-form: that of a jazz-
toccata-rondo. Once the pieces are in place, houever , it be-
comes clear that the third movement is in fact a sonata-form,
complete with a double exposition. In following the written
analysis, the chart-analysis on pages 144-145 should be of some
help to the reader.
< 131)
The first exposition (mm. 1-77) begins uith homorhythmic
brass and string polychords (Example VI-17, p. 133). This
six-measure section will represent Theme ft. Note the m3 inter-
val between the second and third pitches, an interval which has
been important throughout the symphony. The initial three
Pitches (C,B,D) in the upper voices, form an equally important
motive. This motive is used as the starting point for both
Themes ft and B, and is frequently used in bridge passages,
ftfter sharing the opening three-note motive. Theme B
begins to flit above pizzicato strings (Example VI-18, p. 134).
The initial pitch content in Theme B will return periodically
uith a variety of rhythmic changes. The conversational aspect
of the previous subsection is carried over into Theme B, as
seen between Violin I and piccolo/vibraphone. (See Ex. VI-18.)
ft closing theme, designated as Theme C (Example VI-19, p.
134) receives increased attention as the movement progresses.
Theme C's ascending, syncopated characteristic gives a strong
sense of forward movement .1 10 1 Overall, Schuman has selected
three themes which are quite distinct and easily recognized.
The second exposition (mm. 77-156) begins exactly like the
first, breaKing-off after the six-measure announcement of Theme
ft. Following the brief repetition is a complex variation of
Theme B (see B4 in the graph). ft comparison of Example VI-18
uith Example VI-S0 (p. 135) reveals an abstract, yet identifi-
able relationship between these tuo subsections, especially
EXAMPLE VI-17: Eighth Symphony, Movement III,
UtJ-U.I44>
CO 1964 Merlon Music, Inc.
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perceived in the -first Violin part of the -former example, and
the Piano part of the latter example. This subsection under-
goes a dramatic variation in the coda.
EXAMPLE VI-20: Eighth Symphony, Movement III", mm. 82-86
<C) Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The following tuo subsections < mm. 31-101 CBC:, and mm.
101-108 [Be']) have neu material. Both continue the quicK
conversational manner of Theme B, with the second subsection




fl playful Bass clarinet/Bassoon duet in measures 114-139
acts as another interruption during this second exposition.
The duet passes through three stages: conversat ional ist ic Cimti.
114-127), parallel motion mostly by m3s < mm. 1E3-134), and
finally, mirrored intervals (mm. 134-139). This extended use
of duet-dialogue uas also seen earlier in the first movement of
the Seventh Symphony. While it uould be easy to label this
section as an interlude of neu material, some motivic
relationships exist betueen the duet and Themes B and C.
The opportunity to hear literal repetition in Schuman's
symphonies is very rare. Exceptions, however, do appear, and
one such example is the repetition that closes the second
exposition. Measures 11-as, nou transferred to measures
139-156, completes the entire exposition process. As it is,
the listener will probably be unaware of the repetition since
the tuo subsections are separated by 113 measures, and neu or
variational material has been interjected between them.
The development section < mm. 157-3S6) uses thicK texture,
contrapuntal material from Themes A, B, and C, and introduces
tuo neu themes uhich undergo variation treatment. Needless to
say, this is a very complex section. To cracK its system, if
such a thing can be done accurately, uould shed light onto the
inner uorKings of Schuman's compositional methods. While the
development section of the third movement may sound 1 iKe a
hodge-podge of ideas, close and detailed attention to previous
< 136)
melodic material rein-forces the form as a whole. This alone
points to Schuman's avid sincerity as to uhat the term
''development section 1 ' really means.
Schuman realized that in order to hold together the rapid
rhythms and diverse accompaniments/ he needed a consistent,
uell-laid foundation running underneath the music. This
support is provided by a passacaglia. Known as Theme D, which
is a newly derived theme <Example VI-S1). The cantilena quali-
ty of Theme D is a familiar sound in Schuman's development
sections. Spreadng effortlessly for S8 measures, little use of
syncopation is allowed, but the basic feel of one-beat per
measure makes the pasacaglia move very quicKly.
EXAMPLE VI-S1: Eighth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 157-184
(JWIt; MttUIMPMUMa-4
<C> 1964 Merion Music, Inc.
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Thame D is played three times in succession with various in-
< 137)
strumental groups assigned. The presence, or non-presence of
the passacagl ia determines the individual subsections of the
development section. These six subsections are outlined belou.
1. Measures 157-184: Passacagl ia played by English
horn. Violin II, and Viola. Theme B receives the
most attention
-for developmental purposes. The
conversational aspect remains prominent, and a
freely inspired 3-part contrapuntal section,
based primarily on the opening 3 pitches of
Themes A and B is activated. Even with these com-
plications, the texture remains fairly light. The
independene of the vo ices does not create the
heavy sound one would expect—that comes later.
2. Measures 185-214: Passacagl ia played by Trombone
I and Cellos. The fleeting rhythmic sound con-
tinues. Violins I play the passacagl ia theme a
MB higher beginning in measure 187 to form a
tuo-part canon. The second voice then overlaps
uith the next passacagl ia statement. This process
uas done in the second movement as uell.
3. Measures 215-244: Passacagl ia played by Piccolos
I/II, English horn, all Clarinets, and Bass
clarinet. The Flutes and Horns are added in
measure 217 to form another tuo-part canon, also
a MS higher. There is a dimunitive version of
the first feu pitches of the passacagl ia in the
pizzicato quarter-notes < meas . 215), as uell as
in the Violins in measure 221. The rapid rhythms
begin to lose emphasis during this subsection,
replaced by the use of half-note triplets.
These triplets (Example VI-22, p. 133) form
another new theme < Theme E), but at this point,
it is more accompan imental than thematic.
4. Measures 244-274: No passacagl ia theme. The
half-note triplets are put to greater use during
this section. fill rhythms shorter than a
quarter-note have been abandoned. Theme E, uith
its half-note triplet conception, begins to
assert itself more at this point. It is used in
a conversational manner uith quarter-note rhythms.
5. Measure 275-326: Variation of both Theme D < the
< 138)
EXAMPLE VI-22: Eighth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 825-243
<C> 1964 Marion Music, Inc.
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passacaglia) and Theme E in the low brass and
String basses. They are added together to form
a 5S-measure subsection, nearly twice as long
as any of the previous subsections <Example VI-23,
p. 140).
6. Measures 326-339: Return of the opening motive
of Theme B. There is no passacaglia used in
this final subsection. Straight quarter-notes,
in a another freely-conce iued , three-part
counterpoint section, brings the development
section to a close.
Although the beginning of the recapitulation has little
immediate relationship to the exposition, there is an obvious
breaK from the development section announced by the beginning
of Theme Pi in the brass and strings. Almost instantly, a
frenetic subsection, based on alternating syncopated triplets
and quarter-notes, drives the recapitulation towards a varia-
tion of Theme B in measure 370. A jazz-conceived subsection
<mm. 392-408) provides a refreshing pause in the recapitula-
tion (Example VI-24). The subsection features a modified
EXAMPLE VI-23: Eighth Symphony, Movmen-t III, mm. B75-3aa
(Vc*t© 1 : 1*. In*
(C) 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
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octatonic scale u ith obvious blues connotations in the
Vibraphone part. This particular jazz element was foreshadowed
on a smaller level in the exposition (mm. 58-61). The tuo
sections, houever, do not have any harmonic correlation between
them. (See Example VI-S4 on p. 141.)
After the jazz interruption, Schuman returns to material he
used in the first exposition, uith exact repetition. Measures
< 140)
EXAMPLE VI-24: Eighth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 337-408
CO 1364 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
61-77 are nou heard in measures 483-423 of the recapitulation.
The repetition C uh ich concetrates on Theme C) brings the
recapitulation to an undeniable close, and leads to a dramatic
variation of Theme B in the coda.
After a short statement of Theme ft, the coda < mm. 425-434)
moves into a fantastic variation of Theme B < Example VI-25).
The marKed presence of the upper notes in the Xylophone illus-
trates hou the short rhythms are finally augmented into lush
sounding chords. ft comparison of the following example to
Examples VI-18 and VI-20 shows the obvious variational rela-
tionships of Theme B. In a true sense, we see Schuman's desire
to carry variation and development into the coda, a technique
supremely validated by Beethoven.
EXAMPLE VI-25: Eighth Symphony, Movement HI, mm. 423-435
PrtsitaiM A • t*. lie
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This variation is followed by another subsection which
features expanding intervals much the same way as the frenetic
subsection mentioned earlier did. A final push to the cadence
< initiated in meas. 473> leads to a crashing climax on an
eight-pitch chord. While Gl acts as the appointed rout of this
final chord, an arrangement of the existing eight pitches
creates two sets of polychords, each a mS apart: g#:G and
< 142)
c :C. This final cadence is enhanced further by abusive per-
cussion stroKes.
The third movement of the Eighth Symphony is, yithout a
doubt, a marvel of composition. The vast array of themes,
motives, rhythmic complexities, and th icK textures do not lend
themselves to any easy, or any one-correct, interpretation.
Its construction demonstrates the unyielding pouer uith yhich
Schuman can manipulate his materials, a pouer which is truly a
personal trait
.
The following chart is intended as a breaKdoun of individ-
ual subsections and motivic relationships. Harmonic analysis
of the third movement is not included in this chart.
EIGHTH SYMPHONY, MOVEMENT III
GUIDE TO ANALYTICAL CHART
1. Capital letters refer to themes.
2. Small letters refer to subsections uithin the
boundary of a specific theme. The combination
of 1 and 2 (for example Aa), also relates to
specific thematic material which may return.
3. Arabic numbers <for example Al or Aal) represent
related thematic material, and infer some type
of variation.
4. The use of an apostrophe (for example Al or Aal')
uill refer to further variations of thematic
mater ial
.
3. Roman numerals uith small letters (for example la)
represent the Part number and its various
sections. The divisions used in this analysis
from biggest to smallest are: Part, Section, and
Subsect ion
.









Theme A measures 1-6.
i. Subsections: Aa=6-10; Ab=10-19.
Theme B measures 19-27.
i. Subsections: Ba=27-39 (foreshadows Theme C);
Bl=39-45; B2=46-52; Ba' =53-61.
Theme C measures 61-64.
Theme B3 measures 65-72.






I la. Theme A measures 77-82.
lib. Theme B4 measures 82-93.
i. Subsections: Bc=81-101; Bc'=131-109; B5=1B9-113;
Bd=ll4-139 (duet); Ab=139-147 B=147-156.
Repetition -from 1st Expo.$j&
' 'PART 1 1 1 •
DEVELOPMENT
MEASURES 157-339
Theme D measures 157-184 ( Passacagl ia)
.
i. Subsections: D=185-184 < 2-part canon); CD=215-
244 < 2-part canon ) /Theme E=225-244 I; Dl + El =
275-326 <lou tessitura variation); Be=32S-339.
' 'PART IV '
RECAPITULATION
MEASURES 340-425
IVa. Theme Al measure 340-341.
IVb. Theme B6 measures 341-344.
i. Subsections: B-f =345-370; Bi ' =370-373;
391; Ba2=392-408; C-B3 -CI =409-425.
SSSFrom 1st expoSS
82 '=374-














Theme C2 measures 470-474.
i. Subsections: Ca=475-478; Cb=473-48l; Cb ' =482-435;
Cc=486-494 (-final cadence on g :S Ic :C/G.
NINTH SYMPHONY
Schuman's Ninth Symphony, the only one-movement symphony
in this group of four, uas completed in Rome on 27 March 1368.
The uorK, commissioned by friends of Alexander Hilsberg, uas
premiered by Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra on
10 January 1363. C 11
3
In his extended program notes (also the only symphony to
include such notes) written on 13 November 1368, the composer
wrote that the symphony's subtitle ''Le Fosse Ardeat ine ' ' (The
Ardeat ine Caves) is not designed to invoke a musical represen-
tation of the atrocities that occurred in the Caves in 1344.
Instead, Schuman's objective is to ellict a philosophical re-
sponse, uhich in turn, uill preserve the memory of the victims.
As the program notes are read, one cannot help feel the power-
ful emotion Schuman himself must have felt in his visit to the
Caves in the Spring of 1367. He writes:
The mood of my symphony, especially in its opening
and closing sections, is directly related to emo-
tions engendered by this visit. But the entire
( 145)
middle section, -too, with its various moods of fast
music, much of it far from somber, sterns from the
fantasies I had of the variety, promise and aborted
lives of the martyrs. CIS]
Of these four symphonies, the Ninth Symphony has received
the most attention in terms of analysis. Dissertations by
Lily McKinley and John W. ClarK <
1
isted in bibliography) are
excellent analytical studies, covering the Ninth Symphony in
far greater detail than will be presented here.
The Ninth Symphony, both in Sc human 's oun words, and
through the use of contrasting tempos, is a three-part form,
the outer sections being related by themes. Schuman designates
these sections as Anteludium, Offertorium, and Postludium—all
''played without pause and developed as a continuum.' '[ 13]
Section I < flntelud ium, mm. 1-103) begins with an 11-
measure theme played in octaves by Violins and Cellos <Example
VI-£8).M4] The theme is based on wide intervals, and ''con-
tains several cells which the composer later extracts and
develops. ' '[ 153 Over half of Section I C Antelud ium) is
dominated by the canonic treatment of this theme. The canon,
very similar to that used in the middle section of the Tenth
Symphony's second movement, ascends by half-steps with each
successive entrance.
EXAMPLE V1-S6: Ninth Symphony, mm. 1-11
jgSy i'O iv'* *m r i g fi iT ii
<C) 1371 Merion Music, Inc.
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As each statement of the canon theme enters, the previous
statements expand into accompan imental counter-melodies. With
the entrance of the third canon statement, a total of three
themes < one canon theme and tuo counterme lod ies ) are heard
simultaneously. The deliberate individualization of all three
themes, a technique highly reminiscent of Renaissance vocal
music, and no doubt acquired by Schuman in his studies u ith Roy
Harris, is a prominent feature in Schuman 's uorKs. The follow-
ing chart outlines the entire canonic process.
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» SHORT RHYTHMS SUPPLIED BY WOODWINDS.
TUO WOODWIND IDEA3, ALONG WITH PIANO/VIOLA CHORDS.
« ONE WOODWIND IDEA (HARMONIZED MINOR-THIRDS), CHORDS CONTINUE WITH
RHYTHMIC VARIETY.
** PIAND ACCENTS THEME PITCHES, TIMPANI ADDED, NO WOODWINDS.
The second-half of Section I (mm. 78-1095 begins with an
immediate reduction in text ire . All strings (except String
bass) play a -freely conceived variation o-f the theme in unison.
Closer ties to the theme may be recognized in measures 31-84
C 147)
yhich presents the last six measures of the theme in diminu-
tion. During this free variation, the brass perform strong
chords, uhile the first Trumpet plays the theme beginning on
f-natural (actual pitch), a half-step higher than the last
canon statement. This f-natural is a P5 higher than the
initial statement of the canon theme, an interval that is
further matched by the d imun it ive-var iat ion in the strings. By
combining the Trumpet part <uhich plays the first-half of the
theme) with the string's variation (which is directly tied-in
uith the second-half of the theme), another full statement of
the canon theme is accomplished.
Following this combined effort, each pitch of the theme is
sustained as it unfolds in the orchestration. This statement
of the theme also raises a half-step to F (Example VI-27).
The initial pitches of the theme are quite easy to follow since
the specified order is maintained through the first three mea-
sures. These three measures correspond to the first four
measures of the theme. (Compare Examples VI-26 and VI-27.)
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This sustaining effect is gradually supplanted by shorter
( 148)
rhythms uhich -finally close Section I.
Section II of the Ninth Symphony < Offertor ium, mm. 118-
535) incorporates qu icKer tempos as uell as a broad range of
variational and developmental techniques. Some contrapuntal
aspects, such as the uooduind canon discussed in Chapter IV
<pp. 44-45), may be readily perceived. For the most part, hou-
ever, the Offertorium is a prime example of Schuman's increas-
ingly complex and abstract style, a style that has been
maturing since his Sixth Symphony. ClarK's oun perception of
this abstractness is quite accurate:
In the Ninth Symphony [ Schunun I subjects his materi-
als to extensive development that often radically
alters their character. It is a Kind of perpetual
variation that is not found in the other Schuman
symphon ies .[ 16 I
Later in his dissertation ClarK writes:
The derivation of the thematic material in the Ninth
Symphony is often difficult to discern. This re-
flects a more aphoristic or suggestive method of
thematic man ipulat ion . . . In the Ninth Symphony .. .the
materials are subjected to constant variation and
they often assume identities that are far removed
from the original source. C 171
The dramatic and emotional expressiveness displayed in
Section II (Offertorium) is carefully monitored by the develop-
ment of thematic cells. It is quite possible that these cells
are imbedded not only in the primary theme, but in the tuo
countermelod ies as uell. fit uel 1 -intended study of thematic
cell development in the Ninth Symphony uould be an enviable
project. This study, houever, uill not maKe the attempt.
For the most part, individual subsections in Section II
remain separated by timbre, rhythms, and melodic emphasis.
Tempo does not wary too much through the majority of Section
II, except for occasional r itardandos which serve as brief
interludes. The final subsection (mm. 511-532) does feature a
dramatic rush of tempo (Presto, breathlessly J=ca. 208), along
uith the force of the full orchestra. Emphasis is placed on
large polychordal structures, shifting accents, and quicKly
alternating dynamics. It is apparent through this mounting
intensity, that Schuman is coming to a climactic end of Section
II. Long sustained chords and haunting percussion strokes are
utilized to complete this end.
The very fact that two-thirds of the symphony is devoted
to the Offertorium, lends credence to Schuman 's natural abili-
ty, to transcend his thoughts through the use of development.
The Offertorium is, in a real sense, a speculation of thematic
life, juxtaposing a comparison of where that life presently
exists (the two outside sections), versus uhere that life
should have been (the middle section.) Wiile Sections I and
III of the symphony may be mortal, they exist on the outside
looking in.
Section III ( Post lud ium, mm. 536-623) does not have any
immediate similarity to Section I, other than a slow tempo
(J= ca. 60). The most dismal effect, as pointed out in Chapter
IV (pp. 46-47), is the hollou feeling of the percussion
( 150)
section. The -first of these two percussion subsections (mi.
548-558), is followed by what McKinley designated as the last
of three, four-part chorale subsect ions .[ IS ]
EXAMPLE VI-28: Ninth Symphony, mm. 559-567
s*S)/~.r,< w.««
<C) 1971 Mei-ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The chorale moves directly into a final statement of the
theme, this time with the addition of a lou brass chordal
accompaniment. Throughout the initial 19 measures of this
repetition, the canon technique is applied as it uas during
Section I. ft decisive breaK from the canon, beginning in
measure 534, is realized uhen the second countermel ody assumes
a neu identity, leaving only the theme < and accompaniment) left
to finish its discourse tuo measures later. ftfter a seven-
measure interlude, the closing measures of the symphony descend
upon the listener with an absolute finality, calculated to
provoKe an introspective feeling.
It is very easy in the Ninth Symphony, to draw pictorial
< 151)
analogies to the Ardeat ine Cave atrocities. The human cry for
help, sacrifice, and -finally, ascension to a higher life, are
as real as they are imagined. From an emotional point of v ieu
,
the Ninth Symphony stands above the croud. Perhaps because of
music's ability to interpret emotional auareness, the Ninth
Symphony is less approachable than the other three symphonies
in this study, at least in terms of actual technique. The
combination of music and philosophical (or emotional) subcon-
sciousness uill always be a difficult subject to explain in
uords
.
Their simultaneous existence in one piece is best
approached from its intended purpose, and not by apparent
techniques uhich may or may not represent specific objectives.
Obviously Schuman wanted to stir the listener's feelings uith
his music, without becoming pictorial. He stated that the
purpose of his symphony could have remained a private matter.
In the end, however, the Knowledge that a philosophical program
exists hand in hand uith the music of the Ninth Symphony adds
not only credibility, but should guarantee the symphony's




Schuman's Tenth Symphony (subtitled ''American Muse'') uas
completed on 27 March 1S73 at Qreenuhich, Neu YorK , in time for
the ftmerican Bicentennial the follouing year. Commissioned by
the National Symphony Orchestra for America's national celbra-
tion, the symphony's premiere uas held at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts on 6 April 137S, Antal Dorat i
conducting the NSO. The evening concert uas entirely devoted
to Schuman's music—an infrequent honor in any composer's
1 if et ime .[ 19 ] As of this writing (over 11 years since the sym-
phony's premiere) the Tenth Symphony has not been recorded. No
doubt this is an unjustified oversight on the part of record
companies, conductors, and orchestras.
Program notes for the premiere performance were written by
the composer. Schuman wrote that ''this uorK is for my
colleagues [whose creativity spans the past 200 years] with
gratitude for their achievements and joy in the identification
of being one of them. ''[20] He goes on to say that the opening
idea for the Tenth Symphony came from his wife, Frances, who
suggested using music from his 1S37 choral piece
' 'Pioneers !' .C21 3 This proved very successful since ''experi-
encing again its optimism uas precisely uhat I C Schuman 3 needed
to get me started on the symphony .' 'C 22 ] The following analy-
sis will be devoted to the first and third movements.
FIRST MOVEMENT
The first movement, cast in a uel 1 -conce ived sonata form,
begins uith the opening theme from ''Pioneers!' 1 , transposed
doun a uhole-step from the original source (Example VI-23).
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MarKed Con f uoco J = 120, -the movement possesses an immediate
rhythmic drive. As the opening unison C-natural is sustained,
a descending natural -minor scale unfolds at various rhythmic
points. Each pitch is retained until a solid chord cluster
temporarily halts the initial flou of music in measure eight.
EXAMPLE VI -S3: Tenth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 1-8
Cmfvu J««
I ; —Jr ,
(C) 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Further chord progressions ensue, supported by a Dl (actual
Pitch) pedal point that lasts through the next eight measures.
Although a hint of melody may not seem too obvious, this
descending scale, and the culmination of the pedal point
subsection, uill represent Theme A.
Theme B begins without any bridge material between the two
< 154 >
opening themes. It is a long, flowing melody that moves almost
effortlessly in the low brass and strings (Example VI-30).
Without a doubt, it is typical Schuman lyricism, replete u ith
large intervals, diversified rhythms, and extended instrument
range
.
EXAMPLE VI-30: Tenth Symphony, Movement I, mm. 17-53
Cm futo i*H°
- iffRpf^
<C> 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
During this long thematic discourse, the other brass C Horns and
Trumpets) play an accompaniment uhich also serves as a counter-
melody. This countermelody is completely harmonized in M3s—
a
very dramatic change from previous countermel od ies uhich were
primarily harmonized in m3s
.
The exposition's closing section features Theme B in a
three-part fugue, based on both imitative and free counter-
point. The first entrance of this fugue begins uith the
anacrusis < Bb ) into measure 62 (Piccolo, Flutes, Horns, and
< 155)
Trumpets), -followed by a second entrance tuo measures later on
the same pitch level (Clarinets, Horns l/ll/lll/ IV, Trombones
III/IV, and Tuba). The last entrance (Horns II/IV, Trumpets
III/IV, and Trombones 1/1 1 ) enters at the end of measure 66-76,
a Pq higher in pitch. C S3 ] This three-part texture continues
until a homorhythmic cadence at measure 95 announces the expo-
sition's -final chord, a chord consisting o-f the pitches
6, A" ,6 . This final chord is pointed out since the ensuing
development section prioritizes three-pitch cell-chords, all of
uhich include one m£ interval, much 1 iKe the exposition's con-
cluding chord
.
The development section (mm. 96-150) presents the anti-
phonal quality seen throughout much of Schuman's uorK
.
Increasingly quick and complicated rhythms fight for prominence
within each measure. Another long melody in the strings and
Horns serves as the thread uhich holds the section togethei an
expected technique in Schuman's development sections. This
melody differs in that it does not have the cantilena quality
as seen in other symphonies. A similarity may be observed be-
tween this melody and the Horn melody of the Eighth Symphony's
first movement. In their inceptions, both melodies are \t&ry
slow in start ing--concentrat ing on only three pitches before
moving onward with real melodic flow.
The most intriguing aspect of the development section is
the presence of the three-pitch cell-chords. These chords are
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easily recognized since they always appear in -the Piano and
Cellos (the latter being divisi by three). Their use as an
homorhythmic harmonic accompaniment with the Horn/Violin melody
(discussed above), contrasts with a second melodic line in
spritely conversation. The second melodic line's qu icK
rhythmic Jolts encompass as many as 11 (but never less than 9)
simultaneous pitches (Example VI-31, p. 158). Needless to say,
the clash of sonorities and harmonies uhich are intensified by
the power of the orchestra and continuous alternation, adds a
neu dimension to Schuman 's compositional palette. The freedom
to pursue, what at first seems to be reckless abandon. Keeps
the music fresh and vigorous. (Note the presence of cell-
chords in the Piano and Cello in Example VI-31.)
As both parts progress during the development section, the
rhythms become shorter and tighter in their relationship to
each other. Sixteenth-notes begin to appear in measure 123,
and become more frequent as the music continues. Both parts
coalesce on an abusive eighth-note chord in measure 147, a
chord uhich contains all IS pitches—and yet retains the cell
(C, D
, F) in the assigned intruments. This sudden cessation
of tuo-part, thicKly harmonized texture, points to the conclu-
sion of the development section uhich occurs three measures
1 ater
.
After a slight sectional overlap, the recapitulation is
allowed to begin (mm. 151-173). Cell-chords are not used in
( 157)




<C> 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
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the recapitulation, and as expected in Schuman 's music, literal
repetition of the opening music is avoided. Of course, some
similarity must exist between the two outer sections if this is
to be analyzed as a sonata form. pi careful comparison of mea-
sures 1-23 and measures 152-176 reveals a preservation of pitch
content for Theme Pi. However, the revoking and rhythmic al-
teration of these chords, as uell as the addition of a counter-
melody in \he strings, combines to present a re -evaluat ion of
the first section with adventuresome delight.
The countermelody uh ich accompanies Theme ft in the reca-
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Pitulation is harmonized in M3s . It uill be remembered that
the counter-melody used along uith Theme B in the exposition uas
also harmonized in M3s , but the tuo countermelod ies have
little in common. Such diversity of themes does illustrate
Schuman's ease in handling and combining various ideas that may
or may not have any relationship to earlier sections.
Theme B (low brass and strings, anacrusis into measure
170) of the recapitulation is considerably shorter than its
predecessor in the exposition. There is newer any pretense to
establish a -fugue, only a straightforward statement of the
initial nine pitches of the theme. The ninth pitch, an
A-natural
,
is then used as a pedal point during a three-measure
interlude which bridges the recapitulation and coda.
The coda < mm. 180-S28) acKnouledges a return of the cell-
chords, as well as a rhythm that is curiously similar to one
used at the close of the development section. Unl iKe cell-
chord usage in the development section (which uas confined to
tuo instruments), the coda distributes the cell structures
around to various groupings. Such instances include the upper
woodwinds and Trumpets at measure 1SS, and the Trumpets in
measure 133.
Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the coda is its
process whereby 12-pitch chords are created. The process be-
gins with the Trombones, Violas, and Cellos < mm. 181) playing a
D-major chord <D, P#, A) in first inversion. This is joined a
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measure later by a cell-chord <D , C, F) in measure 18£, bring-
ing the total thus far to six pitches. An E-major chord
<E, G^, B) is then added to the conglomerate in measure 183 by
upper strings. Horns I/IV, and Trumpets III/IV. This leaves
only the E -major chord C E b , S, Br) uh Ich is added in measure
186 by the remaining 1 ou tessituras in each instrument family.
After this 12-pltch chord is established. It resolves dounuard
a uhole-step into another 12-p itch chord in measure 187, The
uhole process is then repeated tuo more times:
B b , Ch , E b CCell) * C-maj . + D-maj . + D*-maj.
meas. 188 188 180 181
<uith a resolution in meas. 132)
6*, A, C*<Cell> + Bb -maj . + C-maj. + B-maj .
mea. 133 133 134 135
<uith a resolution in meas. 136)
An orchestrated pyramid < mm. 137-201) then leads to the coda's
final phase.
Measures 206-210 announces Theme A in short, articulated
rhythms, folloued by a rebuilding of nine- and ten-pitch chords
in the ensuing measures. All harmonic dissonance and rhythmic
intensity resolves into a surprising < and uelcomed) E b -major
chord uhich concludes the final six measures of the first move-
ment under the force of a triple-forte.
Although there are several meter changes throughout this
movement, it is interesting to note that the tempo remains
constant from start to finish. Previous analysis of other
movements pointed out several examples of tempo changes. These
< 160)
changes in tempo often times result in the designation of a neu
structural section. The form of the Tenth Symphony's first
movement does not employ tempo as a means of delineating the
structure, but instead, relies solely on the contrast of themes
and the subsequent interaction (or development) of melodic ma-
terial. The use of one tempo throughout the first movement
generates the Kind of ''enthusiasm' 1 Schuman wanted to express.
THIRD MOVEMENT
As uith most final movements in Schuman 's symphonies, the
third movement of the Tenth Symphony is difficult to interpret.
Consolidated into one mass of music are a host of ideas and
techniques, as uell as a clever return of Theme ft from the
first movement .[341 Because of this last feature, the Tenth
Symphony is the only mult i -movement symphony in this study
uhich may be called a cyclic symphony.
The premise of this movement is that of constant varia-
tion. Various sections divide the form into five distinct
areas of concentration, each ostensibly identified by vast
timbral changes, and most of them devoted to inner-var iat ional
techniques. fts such, the only appropriate form-designation is
that of a variation. Other forms, such as sonata may be
rationalized, but in the end, variation form seems the most
conv inc ing
.
Theme ft of the third movement (Example VI-3E) must be
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subdivided into three segments. The -first segment (mm. 1-275
Features short, indiscriminately placed rhythmic accents. This
is -followed by a second segment < mm. £7-38) which exhibits more
mot ion, but is pr imar ily character ized by repeated pitches.
The second segment also creates a descending octatonic scale:
G,F,E,D,C*,B,B*,fl*. Again, it is rather doubtful that the
scale uas purposely imposed. The final segment of Theme A
(mm. 39-43) consists of sustained notes, also in descending
order. This latter segment foreshadous the complete restate-
ment of the Pioneers-theme which occurs much later in the
movement
.
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As Theme ft plays the third segment, the woodwinds overlap
< 163 >
uith -their oun version of Theme Pi, thus initiating the varia-
tion process. Each segment's characteristic marKs may be
recognized in the uooduinds, although exact repetition is not
maintained. While the uooduinds manage Theme A' , the strings
move about ulth their oun coun t erme 1 ody , usually in conversa-
tion with the uooduinds. The numerous rests in Theme A allow
the strings to fill-in the gaps uith more incisive rhythmic
figures. This countermel ody also presents the first non-unison
part in the movement--it is harmonized in M6s . The uooduinds,
however, 1 itce the first statement of Theme ft, remain in unison
octaves
.
fit measure 98, the brass enter for one more variation of
Theme ft, this time harmonized in M3s . The uooduinds nou assume
the same role the strings had in the previous section, i.e.,
the conversation uith Theme fl. UnliKe the M6 harmonization
used during the previous string counterme 1 ody , the uooduinds
utilize major/minor chords <uith the m3 in the louer voice).
Finally, in order to create Schuman's preferred three-part
texture, the strings perform a contrasting lyrical melody, also
harmonized in M3s
.
This final subsection, uhich closes as all
three parts merge to a single quarter-note in measure 165, con-
cludes Section I.
The follouing tuo sections of the third movement uere pre-
viously discussed in Chapter IV (pp. 40-41) for their signifi-
cant contrasting timbres. Section II < mm. 166-255) uses muted
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strings and pitched-percussion instruments to produce an
immediate breax from Section I. (Later on, uooduinds are added
to the score.) The blended doublings of this Section are
perhaps some o-f the most imaginative in Schuman's orchestra-
tion. Each pitch is enveloped in the sound of at least tuo and
sometimes three different instruments (Example VI-33). Uiile
there appears to be very little melodic emphasis, relationships
to Theme A may be observed, allowing for octave displacements.
The order of the first initial pitches can be followed in the
Celesta part. Thereafter, the variation becomes very abstract
and difficult to follow. < The following Example should include
strings. fill five string parts double those of the Celesta and
Piano at various points.)
EXAMPLE VI-33: Tenth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 166-70
<C) 1977 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Pi brass chorale < mm. 356-278) serves as Section III. It
lies almost directly in the middle portion of the third move-
< 164)
men-t , leaving only a -five-measure difference on either side of
the chorale (Example VI-34). The central position of this
chorale is someuhat significant, in vieu of the importance a
guiding force has had in the lives of artists, both past and
present. As it stands, the chorale provides a nice harmonic
release, and prepares the listener for the final two sections
of the movement.
EXAMPLE VI-34: Tenth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 256-259
<C) 137? Mer ion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
Section IV (mm. 279-476) sees a return of Tempo I <d = ca.
168) tempered uith the indication ''Leggiero, gay and light—
barndance feeling.'' The ' 'barndance ' ' theme has strong ties
to this movement's Theme ft, as evidenced in the descending
octatonic scale beginning in measure 284. The transformed
theme is used as the subject for a fugue starting on F-natural
.
There is also another theme uh ich mirrors the revitalized
Theme ft. Both themes appear simultaneously at each entrance,
then breaK-off into canonic and hocKet-liKe conversation. The
mirrored theme begins on Bb .
< 165)
The actual fu9ue does not taKe place until after the sub-
ject is repeated one more time at the beginning of measure £31.
During this statement, the Pioneers -theme appears in the first
Violins (Example VI-35). Placed in the highest voice, the
borroued theme is almost unrecognizable since it is sustained
over long-note values. The Pioneers-theme remains throughout
Section IV, therefore supplying the ever-present stability
needed in Schuman's contrapuntal ly designed sections.
EXAMPLE VI-33: Tenth Symphony, Movement III, mm. 231-233
n-u*. J«««./M>
<C) 1377 Merion Music, Inc.
Used By Permission Of The Publisher
The fugue exhibits some traditional harmonic ties in its suc-
cessive entrances. Beginning on F <meas. 273), the subject of
< 166)
Theme ft enters on tuo successive P4s : B (meas. 291) and Eb
\ meas
. 303), and then breaks auay for the final entrance. The
entrances for the mirrored subject create an Eb Mm chord, with
the m3 representing the final statement: Bh < meas . 273); G
meas. 231); Eb (meas. 303); and F* ( meas . 315).
After the final entrance of the fugue in measure 315,
Section IV becomes freer in its contrapuntal movement, houever ,
the Pioneers-theme remains present. While the free contrapun-
tal texture is allowed to evolve, continuous overlapping state-
ments of the Pioneers-theme are used in prominent places.
In measures 338-422 the lush sonorities of the pitched-
percussion and strings returns, u ith the Pioneers-theme promi-
nently displayed in louer tessituras. The final subsection
of Section IV < mm. 423-476) assumes a character that is some-
what reminiscent of Section I's tuo-part texture, i.e., the
quicK, darting rhythms of Theme ft, supported belou by the long
flouing sound of the Pioneers -theme . Tuo more statements of
the Pioneers -theme (meas. 447-Trumpets I/I I, and meas. 459-
Trumpets III/IV) are heard in Section IV before the ensuing
coda beg ins
.
Section V (mm. 477-528) serves as the coda. (This section
uas also briefly discussed in Chapter IV, pp. 50-51.) MarKed
Presto poss ible (J=ca. 184) the coda builds to the cataclysmic
finale expected in Schuman's music. The intense dissonance is
abruptly halted by the foreshadowing Eb -major chord (meas.
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495), and then its final purified announcement by the Trumpets
C ' 'Balls in air al fine'') at measure 511. 1=1 steady crescendo
on this E b chord is initiated by the Timpani. Increased rhy-
thmic activity and continuous instrument additions drive the
third movement to a resounding cadence on Eb-major, the same
chord which concluded the other tuo movements.
This fantastic ending definitely adds definition to the
optimistic feeling Schuman wanted to express in his Tenth
Symphony. It is comforting to Know, that if this truly is his
final contribution to the symphony genre, Schuman has left us
with a uorK that embodies the spirit, the forthr ightness , and
the optimistic virtues which are, and should continue to be,





The primary objective of this -thesis was to de-fine and
illustrate various compositional techniques and structural
forms which are essential to Schuman's symphonic style. Since
these ideas have been mentioned many times throughout this pro-
ject, it seems unnecessary to iterate them for the saKe of
summar izat ion
.
William Schuman's symphonies display an uncompromising
belief in honesty and integrity. They move foruard with an
intensity that rarely abandons direction. Above all, the
symphonies capably reveal a variety of expressions and emo-
tions, never leaving any doubt as to their intended purpose.
These laudatory comments will not be met without criticism.
While it is easy to praise Schuman's symphonies, it is just as
easy to criticize them for their tenacious dissonances, seem-
ingly intangible melodies, and frightfully dense contrapuntal
webs that elude aural perception. Perhaps it is for these rea-
sons that the Tenth Symphony has never been recorded. Within
this dichotomy of descriptions, however, rests the significance
of Schuman's music—and hopefully, all music. After all, if
everyone accepted or rejected a composer's music without any
disparity among the masses, the composer's genius would go
unnoticed, and music would become banal.
Little emphasis is ever placed on the fact that Schuman
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has emerged from his generation uith a strong, highly individ-
ualized symphonic voice. It is a voice that exudes optimism
even at its somber moments, one that is grand yet refined, one
that acknowledges virtue and progress iveness as tuo very
important functions in music. Despite these characteristics,
Schuman's symphonies Are likely to go unnoticed in the coming
years. American composers of his generation, as uell as the
previous three generations of American composers, are generally
recognized for their creativity, but their compositions still
find difficult footholds against the European ' 'monuments '
'
that continue to dominate our concert halls. Some improvements
are being made, but even today's young composers are encouraged
to urite for small ensembles if they want to insure a perfor-
mance of their uorK
. It is indeed a rare honor for any current
American composer, uhether prominent or relatively unKnoun, to
have a uorK performed by a major orchestra. Perhaps Schuman's
own words from 1931 serve as an appropriate epithet for this
s ituat ion
.
The process of creating fresh sounds is a natural
one for the truly creative musician. It may be
conscious or subconscious, or both. But whatever
the process, the result is innovation in musical
speech. The innovator of music is no more welcome
than he is in any other field of endeavor.! 1]
Other than the Ninth Symphony, Schuman's innovations in
musical speech have not succunied to the hatred, the wars, or
the violence which have tarnished our world since 1930—the
year Schuman began serious music study. It is a musical speech
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"thai embraces many of the developments of this century uhile
maintaining ties uith the past. His music openly reflects
society from the perspective of immensity, diversity, and ex-
citability. They are uorKs that reveal the man's deep respect
and love for the purpose of American music—a music whose
plurality is second nature to any American composer. William
Schuman and his generation, the first generation of predomi-
nantly American-trained composers, use this plurality as a
foundation that mirrors our democratic society. To say that
Schuman 's music is the man, is to say that this composer's
music represents the inspiration and freedom found in this
country. Schuman's symphonies are true examples of American
music without the pretense of national themes and folK songs.









1. These symbols are used in conjunction with
numbers to represent specific intervals, e.g.,
major-third is M3, minor-sixth is m6, diminished-
fifth is d5, augmented -fourth is A4, etc.
II. Chords:
A. Chords uith capital letters represent major or
augmented chords.
B. Chords uith lower case letters represent minor or
diminished chords.
1. Sometimes the qualifying word uill be used to
help eliminate confusion, e.g., A-major or
a-minor
.
C. Other chord symbols:
1. Mm=maj or/minor chord, i.e., simultaneous major-
and minor-thirds above the same root.
2. CM7=C-major chord uith an added major-seventh
<C,E,Q,B>.
3. C7=C-major chord uith an added minor-seventh
< C,E,G,B b >.
a. Numbers IIC-2 and IIC-3 may also be used in a
variety of manners: 1) as minor-chord symbols
uith added notes, e.g., cM7; 2) uith the
addition of any added interval; and 3) they
are used for any of the 12 available pitches.
0. The use of the colon betueen tuo letters <C:D) repre-
sents a polychord. The chord on the right side is to
be considered the louer of the tuo chords. In this
example, both chords are major, uith the D-chord
residing belou the C-chord. Of course, any and all
combinations are possible, e.g., eA4:Am6. This chord
is described as an e-minor chord uith an added
augmented-f ourth in the upper position, and an
A-major chord uith an added minor-sixth in the louer
pos it ion
.
E. The use of a slash <C/D3 designates the chord on the
left uith an added note in the bass register.
III. Dyads:
A. f* perpendicular bar (CID) is used -to designate dyads.
These dyads rely solely on the tuo pitches within the
symbol itself. In the example above, the tuo pitches
C and D are combined to form the interval of a MS.
Of course, any and all intervals are possible. The
use of capital or lower case letters may also be used
in designating specific pitches. Some dyads are more
appropriately polydyads, e.g., e|g:fll|C.
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V. Meter signatures are represented in numbers, e.g., 4/4.
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CHAPTER I: ENDNOTES
1 Marks, uho was the son of the famous printer, usually
collaborated with Schuman on projects at summer camp. A song
called ''LovesicK'' painfully pointed out Schuman's lacK of
musical Knowledge uhen the published version uas harmonically
changed. Loesser became well -Known for his successes in musi-
cals such as Buys and Pol Is < 1350) and Hoy to Succeed in
Bus iness Without Really Trying (iS61>. His association uith
Schuman produced more than 40 songs and gave Loesser his first
published song. < In a 1376 interview uith Guy Freedman C Mus ic
Journal, Vol XXXIV, No. S < Ju 1 y 1376), p. 15 3, Schuman quipped,
' 'FranK Loesser's first published song had my music and as far
as I can recall, it's one of his feu flops.' ' Both MarKs and
Loesser were primarily lyricists in their collaborations uith
Schuman
2 Flora Rheta Schreiber and Vincent Persichetti, Mill jam
Schuman (New YorK : Q. Sch irmer , Inc., 1354), p. 4. (This booK
is divided in two sections: biography and musical analysis
written by the authors in that respective order. The booK
itself, particularly the biographical section, did not receive
many complimentary reviews. Schreiber was cited for her
incessant abuse of the language as well as her ''women's
magazine'' approach of presenting her subject. Excluding
articles, and a 1380 pamphlet by Christopher Rouse, this has
been the only booK published that is completely devoted to the
life and music of William Schuman. Even though it is somewhat
elementary in style, it is still a useful resource for illus-
strat ing the development of Schuman as a composer.)
3 Christopher Rouse, Ulil 1 jam Schuman Documentary ( Bryn Maur ,
PA: Theodore Presser Co., 1380), p. 4.
4 Pers in <n.d.) was a student of Anton ArensKy i b . Novgorod,
Russia, 31 July 1361; d. TarioKi, Finland, 25 February 1906).
CScriabin and Rachmaninoff were also students of flrensKy.)
Working directly from the scores uas Persin's technique for
teaching harmony. This idea uas introduced later by Schuman
during his tenure at both Sarah Laurence College and Juilliard
School of Mus ic
.
5 Haubiel uas born in Delta, Ohio, 31 January 1884; died Los
Angeles, 26 August 1878. Besides being a very prolific
composer, he organized, in 1835, the Composers Press, Inc.,
whose sole purpose uas to publish and promote American music.
He served as its president until 1866.
6 Schreiber and Persichetti, Ulil 1 jam Schuman , p. 11.
< 174)
7 Bruce Saylor , 'Wil 1 iam Schuman , ' • in The Neu Grove
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Will iam Sc human 's symphonies numbers Seven, Eight, Nine,
and Ten were completed or composed within a IS-year period
< 1363-1973). By the composer's oun admission, these symphonies
are somehow connected since they represent the fruits of a
relatively short period of composition. As a group the four
symphonies exhibit a consistent approach to technique and a
logical progression o-f thought. Each work, however, achieves
an individual quality in sound and perspective.
The purpose of this study is to define, illustrate, and
evaluate Sc human 's symphonic style. Analytical emphasis is
placed on various compos itional techniques which include
Sc human 's use of the orchestra, his harmonic practices, the
variational or developmental growth of thematic material, and
the formal structures employed for each movement. Secondary
discussion covers essential biographical data, Schuman's proper
Placement in the list of Amer ican symphonists, and background
information concerning each of the four symphonies.
This study illustrates Sc human 's diverse orchestration
methods which include the use of segregated-instrument families
for separate melodic and accompan imental strata, a penchant for
Bass clarinet and Timpani solos, and the use of timbre
contrasts as a means of delineating sections in the forms.
Subsequent form-analysis reveals Schuman's use of traditional
forms including sonata, rondo, canon, and passacaglia. Many
times these forms appear ambiguous since variation or develop-
ment of thematic mater ial is pervasive. Harmon ically, these
forms exhibit tonal progressions based on the intervals of
minor-seconds, major-seconds, or diminished-fifths. Particular
attention is accorded to minor- and major-seconds since
Schuman 's melodic and harmonic style is strongly enhanced by
these two intervals. Further harmonic analysis, and its rela-
tionship to form, illustrates Schuman's use of polychords, and
chords with simultaneous major- and minor-thirds. The
characteristic use of this latter chord, along with Schuman 's
use of the orchestra, cleverly conceived traditional forms, and
the expansion of other melodic and harmonic techniques, all
combine to present an identifiable symphonic voice.
Overal 1 , Schuman 's contributions to symphonic literature,
and his position as a prominent fourth-generation American
symphonic composer are recognized in this study.
